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The Issei
who traveled half way around the world
to become Nebraska pioneers

INTRODUCTION

by SheryU Patterson-Black
While director of the "Ethnic Contributions to North Platte VaUey
Agriculture" project, I met Reverend Hiram Kano, already weU into his tenth decade of a rich Jif e. I offered Mr. Kano a copy of the project brochure, headed with information about the project in four languages: German, Spanish, Greek, and Japanese. I thought he would be delighted to see
the Japanese caJJigraphy. Instead, he was delighted to see the Greek, and
read it to me. I fou1d Mr. Kano a surprising person then, and his breadth
of knowledge and experience has never ceased to amaze me. Our first encounter took place in 1981 and was the beginning of a memorable relationship for me.
Mr. Kano's life represents a microcosm of the history of the Japanese of Nebraska; he remembers what happened because he was there: in
the beet fields, in the legislature, talking with Wi11iam Jennings Bryan, at
the University, in an internment camp. His lifetime of dedication to others
took him from distant Tokyo to "crawling like a bug through beet fields"
to years of community-building with Nebraska's Japanese, to ~eminary. Today, at 95, Hiram Kano 's quick mind and vital interest in everything are an
inspiration to behold.
While talking with Mr. Kano, one begins to realize that the Japanese
were among the very early settlers of the Nebraska Panhandle. It is not
common for those of us who inhabit the American West and have been exposed to traditional history books to think of the Japanese as pioneers, for
somehow, they are absent from our picture of the frontier at the turn of
the century. Yet, within the first five years foUowing 1900, many Japanand
ese immigrants (caJJed lssei) began farm work in western Nebraska,
the
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business
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employment
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state, settling primarily around
Omaha area.
This volume has no pretension of being a comprehensive. history of
the Japanese in Nebraska, although it touches upon most elements of Japanese life across Nebraska's nearly 500-mile-expanse and elaborates most of
six decades. When Hiram Kano wrote the main body of this manuscript
some thirty years ago, his interest was in leaving a record about the Japanese in Nebraska. OriginaUy, it was not written for general distribution,
but was intended for the grandchildren and great-grandchildren of Japanese
Nebraskans.
Appendices give supplemental information. Photographs, borrowed primarily from the albums of Hiram and Ivy Kano and from Nol Sato, as weU
as the Nebraska State Historical Society, provide some insight into daily
life. A short selected bibliography has been added to provide sources of fur-

ther reading for those interested in pursuing the topic. Additional information is available in a companion volume, Ethnic life, Agriculture, and the
North Platte Valley.
ABOUT HIRAM KANO

Hiram Hisanori Kano was born in Tokyo on January 30, 1889, to Hisayoshi Kano and Itsu Hara. He was raised in Tokyo; his father was Viscount
It was through visiting with William Jennings Bryan, who was
H. Kano.
meeting with his father, that Hiram Kano received his desire to travel to
the United States, and to Nebraska in particular.
Hiram Kano received his B.S. degree in agricultural economics from
Tokyo Imperial University in 1916. At that time, many young Japanese
were emigrating from Japan to America, and it was decided that Kano's
skills could be best used by providing agricultural 1 eader ship for the young
Japanese in America who were moving from railroad work into farm work.
Because of contact with William Jennings Bryan, the University of Nebraska at Lincoln was chosen as Kano's destination; he received his M.A. degree
in agricultural economics there in 1918. [See Frontispiece.]
In 1919, he married Ai "Ivy" Nagai, in Seattle, Washington;
she had just arrived from Japan. Ivy Kano was born in Tokyo on January
2, 1898. They became parents of two children: Cyrus H. Kano, born in 1921,
and Adeline K. Kano, born in 1927.
Following graduation and marriage, Kano spent six years gaining practical experience in agriculture through farming near Litchfield, Nebraska.
Because of his original mission to provide agricultural leadership to Japanese immigrants, his work with the Hoover Commission, and his devotion to
forming networks that would tie the Japanese people together and assist
them in assimilation into American life, Kano rapidly became known to the
Japanese community throughout the state of Nebraska. Kano interpreted
and translated, taught English, acted as a liaison between governments and
the Japanese, and became a leader in the Japanese Americanization Society (from 1920 to 1941) who acted to forestall oppressive anti- Japanese legislation in Nebraska in the early 1920s. Throughout the 1930s, Mr. Kano
continued as a cohesive force among many of Nebraska's Japanese, partipromoted
cularly those engaged in agricultural work. Various activities
group support; their diversity included summer camps and an agricultural
commune formed as a means to survive the Great Depression.
A Christian when he immigrated to the United States, he became active in the Episcopal Church of Nebraska in the 1920s, was ordained as deacon in December of 1928, and was ordained an Episcopal priest in February
of 1936 by Bishop Beecher of Nebraska. He was a lay worker, then director,
then priest-in-charge of St. Mary's 'Episcopal Church in Mitchell and St.
George's Episcopal Church in North Platte from 1925 to 1956.

Following Japan's attack on Pearl Harbor in Dec ember of 1941, leaders of Japanese communities throughout the country were taken into custody by U.S. author ities. Father Kano, nearly 53 years old, was arrested
by the F .B.I. as he exited from St. George's Church at North Platte after
conducting regular services there. The officers asked whether he knew judo
("yes"--all school children in Japan were taught judo) and
whether
he
would attempt to escape ("no"). [See Appendix A for story of Kano's arrest.] Father Kano was incarcerated, and his wife, waiting for him to return to the family home and parish at Mitchell, was not notified for some
time. Throughout his years of internment in a special camp for male leaders of the Japanese-American community, and moved from one camp to
another, the Japanese in western Nebraska were supportive of his family.
In the camp, as a means of sharing knowledge and providing mutual support, Father Kano and others formed what they called "internment university," learning each other's expertise through formal classes they scheduled.
In December, 1943, a hearing took place in Omaha, Nebraska; U.S. Attorney Votova presided and granted parole. In spring, 1944, Kano moved to
Nashota, Wisconsin, where an Episcopal theological seminary is located.
Mrs. Kano and daughter moved to Milwaukee, and she worked as a seamstress. Kano received a B.D. degree from seminary. He was freed at war's
end. He returned to his parishoners in western Nebraska. Finally, after
the passage of the Immigration and Naturalization Act of 1952 (the McCarran-Walter Act), Japanese-born immigrants were allowed to become U. S.
citizens (their children, of course, were citizens by birth). The Kanas were
active in organizing and teaching a citizenship class so other Issei could become citizens; in 1953, the Kanas themselves were some of the first Japanese to become naturalized citizens under the provisions of the new act.
Father Kano retired from the ministry on his 68th birthday in 1957;
at the same time, he was named Rector Emeritus of the Holy Apostles'
Church in Mitchell. That same occasion marked the formal merger of the
Japanese congregation of St. Mary's Church with the Caucasian congregation of Holy Apostles' Church in Mitchell and the merger of the Japanese
congregation of St. George's Church with the Caucasian congregation of
the Church of Our Savior in North Platte. Upon retirement, the Kanas
moved to Fort Collins, Colorado, to be near their daughter.
In later years, Hiram Kano has received many honors.
In 1968, he
was presented a medal, The Fourth Order of the Sacred Treasure, from the
Emperor of Japan in recognition of his outstanding contributions to his fel low Japanese-Americans, given on the centennial of the beginning of Japanese immigration to the U.S. A Japanese agricultural association awarded
Kano a medal for leadership among Japanese farmers in Nebraska.

JAPANESE IMMIGRANTS AND THEIR FAMILIES

The fi rst Oriental immigran t s t o Ne bras ka were t he Chinese, a nd
most of the Japa nese a r rived only af t e r t he t urn of the c entur y. Howeve r ,
Ne braska 's census of 1890 includes t wo wome n of Japanese descent.
In
1900, ther e we r e th ree Japanese me n, t wo resi ding in Linc ol n a nd one in
Dawes C ounty. (Broken Hoops 1976:407) Around 1904, 120 Japanese who
were c ontract la bor ers we re e mploye d by a c anning c ompany in Oma ha;
dur ing this same pe r iod , many J a panese worke d for the railroad in North
Platte; si multane ously, Ja panese r ailroad worker s in Wyoming c ompleted
their work and move d into Ne braska as farm laborers or to engage in business. (A History of Fdty Years of the Tri-State Buddhist Church, p. 258)
Many of the laborers not engaged in farming were engaged by agriculture related industries; restaurants and photography studios were frequent businPss
endeavors. Between 1904 and 1910, Great Wes t e rn Sugar e mploye d a bout
300 Japanese in fi e lds and fa c tories. (Broken Hoops 1976: 408} In 1910, the
Japanese populat ion of Ne braska reac hed 590. In 1920, the number of Nebraskans of Japanese descent reached 804, its high for 40 years. In 1960,
there were 905 Japanese-Americ ans, and in 1970, there were 1,314. (Broken
Hoops 1976:416 and the U.S. Bureau of Census)
After centuries of isolationism, Japan of the Meiji Restoration (18681912) was extremely interested in the West, and "it was the Japanese of
that era who immigrated to America. It was the culture and values of that
period that remained dominant in Japanese-Americ an communities in the
United States," according to historian Thomas Sowell. (1981:156) Secondary
school students in Meiji Japan began to study English in 1876; Meiji Japan
allowed the establishment of Christian churches and its political leaders
and intellectuals expressed admiration for American life, although some
spoke out against the trend away from traditionalism.
Following Japan's
military triumphs in the 1895 war against China and the Russo-Japanese
War of 1905, as well as the termination of the feudal system and the samurai tradition, Japan experienced internal chaos. The birth rate had skyrocketed in the 19th century, and the small island nation, just twice the size of
Nebraska, and limited in farm land, was overcrowded. At that time, 80% of
the Japanese were farmers (Sowell 1981:158), yet at the turn of the century
the size of the average Japanese farm was about five acres, Hiram Kano
told me in conversation in 1983. These small farmers were extremely overtaxed, and the poor conditions resulted in frequent riots. The original intention of most of the laboring class males, who became the turn-of-the-century migrants from Japan to the United States, was to earn money in America and return to Japan; thus, they were called "sojourners." Pay in
the U.S. was much higher; often, the equivalent of more than two years of
earnings in Japan could be saved in one year through meager living; it was
sent to families sti11 in Japan, many of whom were destitute and nearly
starving. Despite the intention to return to Japan, more than half the immigrants decided to remain in the U.S. Although the average amount of

money the Japanese immigrants arrived in the U.S. with ranged from $ll in
1896 to a high of $26 in 1904, their poverty was supplemented with great
ambition to succeed, a Jove of learning with a high literacy rate in Japanese, and a group spirit. The cultural characteristic of concern for group
well-being caused the Japanese government to maintain ties with and inter-·
est in its emigrants abroad, far more so than the nations of other migrating peoples. The concern for group well-being was also evident in the evolution of societal structure among Japanese in the United States.
Laws and regulations also had an ongoing impact on the Japanese in
America. For example, the Gentlemen's Agreement of 1908 limited Japanese immigration; its greatest effect was to inhibit the influx of single women, and therefore, the creation of Japanese families, in the U.S. Still,
families were allowed to reunite through immigration, and wives could
join husbands already in the U.S. Many male Japanese immigrants therefore decided to marry by proxy in order to bring a wife to the U.S. Sometimes these marriages united childhood acquaintances, and sometimes they
occurred between strangers, through family arrangement. The Japanese women thus married by proxy, usually in a formal ceremony with only a photograph as the groom's stand-in, were called "picture brides."
Two western Nebraska Issei picture brides participated in this project, Sato Sakurada of Lyman (who died in 1984 at the age of 87), and Noi
Sato of Mitchell, born in 1888. In 1981, Noi Sato recalled,
"I was a picture bride .•. after I arrived in San Francisco, I
waited for my husband on an island. I was the only one going
to Nebraska, and I waited two weeks while no one came . . •
One of the men on the ship asked me where I was going, and
I told him 'Nebraska.' He got a map and looked, but could
not find Scottsbluff. So I waited. My husband and I took a
train [ to Scottsbluff]•.• after I came here, many of the
neighbors had never seen a Japanese woman, so they came
around to visit •.• "
Both became hard-working farmer's wives with large families and extra Jab.
orers to attend to, and both worked in the fields as well. Despite this, Noi
Sato felt that immigration had improved her life because her family was so
poor she would have had to become a servant had she stayed in Japan. Sato
Sakurada, however, who was from a fnrmer samurai family, had occasionally experienced regrets about the life she'd left behind. She said in 1981,
"Many Japanese women felt that if it were land instead of ocean between
here and Japan, they would have walked back." She also said,
"Life in general was a Jot easier than it was in Japan. The way
I as a woman was treated was quite different. For instance, if I
were carrying a pail of water, a man would come help me. In
Japan this was not so ••• "

Both the Sates and the Sakuradas became very successful farmers, with the
wives, with the help of the children, continuing on the farms despite lengthy widowhoods. Both discussed the sadness of leaving families forever and
the solitary journey to an unknown America with only what they could carry.
[See also ''Ethnic Life, Agriculture, and North Platte Valley History"]
The "picture bride" practice succeeded in improving the ratio of Japanese men to women in the U.S. from 24:1 in 1900, to 7:1 in 1910, to 2:1 in
1920, but the practice became i11ega1 as anti-Japanese sentiment in the
U.S. increased. (Sowe11 1981:163)
This restriction was only one of an ongoing series the Japanese immigrants faced, particularly on the west coast, but also in Nebraska. By 19101920, most of the Japanese immigrants in Nebraska would probably have
preferred to become citizens, as the European immigrants did, but federal
Jaw forbade the naturalization of any foreign-born Orientals. Therefore, the
Issei were to remain "aliens" until the 19 50s; they had no choice.
"enemy
designated
During World War II, aJJ Japanese Issei were
aliens," and faced further restrictions. AU leaders of Japanese-American
communities, such as Father Kano, were incarcerated; a11 west-coast Japanese, many of them U.S. citizens, were either interned or moved inland;
through this, most Jost everything, aJI the gains of two or three decades or
a whole generation.
Most Japanese in Nebraska were not placed in internment camps or
arrested at the outbreak of World War II, but most experienced hardship
and prejudice. Children and young adults who were U.S. citizens by birth
were not immune. In the Nebraska Panhandle, mothers reca11ed clerks who
would not se11 candy for their children, remembered harassment on the
streets, and other incidents. For example, permission from the Wyoming
state off ices needed to be obtained each time those Jiving on the border of
western Nebraska needed to cross the state line, just a few miles away, to
visit family, shop, or attend church. Fear of reprisal in the midst of antiJapanese sentiment took its to11 on Japanese traditions. Children no longer
learned to speak Japanese. Communication with families sti11 in Japan was
severed. Some families burned old letters, photographs, and the few precious family treasures they'd brought to America, such as old silk obis, in
the fear that these items would be used as evidence against them.
by
The young Nisei men, U.S. citizens by birth, were not a11owed,
enlist
did
them
of
most
forces;
armed
the
federal regulation, to enlist in
when the ban was Jif ted in 1943, but they and their families were often harassed when they came home on leave. Despite this, more than 300,000 enlisted throughout the U.S., and the Japanese-American 442nd Regimental
Combat Unit emerged as the most decorated unit in World War II. Ben Kuroki, a Nisei from the North Platte area, was one of the most decorated soldiers of World War II.

THE BUDDHISTS IN NEBRASKA
The Buddhists in Nebraska are perhaps the most traditional of the
Japanese; however, their numbers have diminished over the years.
Probably most, or at least, many, of the early Japanese immigrants
to Nebraska were Buddhist (and/or Shinto) at the time of their arrival in
the U.S. However, there was great pressure to become assimilated as Americans, to give up elements of Oriental-ness. Since religion and language are two clear ethnic markers, they are elements perhaps most vulnerable to change in the assimilation process. The desire to become assimilated, as fully American as possible, provided social pressure for conversion to
Christianity. Simultaneously, Buddhist priests or ministers were not very
accessible in Nebraska for Buddhists who wished to continue their faith.
The expansion of Christianity among the Nebraska Japanese, however, probably began with those Japanese who were already Christian at the time of
their immigration.
While Japanese immigrants who were not already Christian did convert to Christianity in great numbers, others attempted to maintain their
traditional beliefs. The Tri-State Buddhist Church in Denver, 200 miles
from Scottsbluff, Nebraska, was the nearest Buddhist center. Shortly after
the founding of the Tri-State Buddhist Church, in 1916, a Buddhist funeral
was performed for the first time in Nebraska by a minister from Denver,
Rev. Ono, who traveled by train to conduct services in the Nebraska Panhandle. For many years, regular services were conducted by Rev. Ono and
Rev. Tamai in the homes of Panhandle members.
Then, on March 13, 1949, the Scottsbluff Kyudokai (a laymen's organization) was organized. Both Issei and Nisei were instrumental in the formation of the Kyudokai. [See Appendix B for organizers.] On April 7, 1950,
an inaugural service of the founding of the Scottsbluff Kyudokai was held
with Rev. Tsunoda, Rev. Tamai, and Rev. Seki of New York, as well as
Rev. Renovitch of San Francisco in attendance. On April 23, 19 50, the Hanamatsuri Service (flower or cherry blossom festival) was held for the first
time. Guests from Denver, Brighton, Fort Lupton, and Longmont, Colorado
attended. The Japanese dances were taught by Miss Lucy Kono of Scottsbluff.
Around 1905, there were almost as many Japanese in the North
Platte area as in the Scottsbluff area, so Buddhists were also active there.
A History of Fifty Years of the Tri-State Buddhist Church 1916-1966 records
that in the mid-1960s, Rev. Tamai and Rev. Tsunoda continued to visit the
families of• Shosuke Kuroki, Gen taro Kushihashi, Eij iro Hayashi (all deceased Issei), and Mrs. Hatsuyo Kanda. The number of Japanese in Omaha increased during World War II with an influx of evacuees from the west
coast; these included a number of Buddhists who were served by the TriState Church. Despite the great distance from Denver to Nebraska , the
Tri-State Buddhist Church ministers occasionally continue to visit members
today.

EDITORIAL NOTE

In its original form, Hiram Kano's 110- page- manuscript was entirely
hand-written in his tiny, precise penmanship. The manuscript has been edited with the intention of maintaining Mr. Kano's personal style. Changes
have been threefold: to shift long lists of names into appendices; to omit
general details about Nebraska's early history, Japanese history, and immigration history covered in other easily-available sources; and to re-order
the manuscript content chronologically. While Mr. Kano's manuscript provides an over-view of the history of the Japanese in Nebraska, including his
own role, it is not an autobiographical work per se. Yet it is an important
personal document, for it gives a sense of how the Japanese saw Nebraska,
as well as important facts. Our additions have been denoted by brackets [].
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A HISTORY OF THE JAPANESE IN NEBRASKA

by Hiram Hisanori Kano
NEBRASKA

Nebraska is located almost in the center of the United States. It is
about 400 miles from east to west and about 200 miles from north to
south, approximatly half the size of Japan. It is located at 40 degrees
latitude north, the same latitude as Aomori Prefecture of Japan. The
100 degree longitudinal line runs through North Platte, Nebraska, and
the land east of this line does not need artificial irrigation because
the annual precipitation is 20 inches or more. However, west of this
line, artificial irrigation is needed to raise sufficient farm crops.
Near the center of the state is the city of Kearney, population
about 20,000. Near this city is the "1773 Cattle Ranch," midway between the east and west coasts of the United States, 1773 miles from
Boston and 1773 miles from San Francisco. So located in Kearney
are businesses like the Midway Hotel, the Midway Cafe, the Midway
Grocery and others similarly named. The Union Pacific Transcontinental
Railroad laid the first track through Kearney early in 1869.
The North Plattce River er:iters Nebraska from Wyoming, the South
Platte from Colorado. These two meet near the city of North Platte
to become the Platte River, which crosses the state and meets the
Missouri River near the city of Omaha. Nebraska is big prairie country,
with few large rock formations, just good fertile soil. I remember some
years ago, when we needed a heavy rock for the pickle jar, we had to
go from western Nebraska to Wyoming to get it. Geologists call Nebraska's soils alluvial and diluvial and date them from the Quaternary Period.
Both north and south sides of the Platte River, being very fertile alluvial
soil, are good farm land; Nebraska readily produces wheat, corn, and alfalfa of excellent quality. Nebraska beef cattle are very famous, so
automobile license plates once sported the motto "The Beef State."
Nebraska is also known for the Sandhills, which cover one-fourth
of the state, mostly in the north-central part. Geologists say the
Sandhills were created from the action of the wind, and the soil is
called "loess." More than forty different species of nutritious grasses
grow in the Sandhills; 200 years ago, they fed huge herds of buffalo
or American bison, which provided the native Sioux and Pawnee Indians
buffalo meat and hides to make garments, teepees, and water buckets.
In contrast to the Sandhills, the soil in eastern Nebraska came from
Canada by glacier two million years ago. If you drive between Lincoln
and Omaha, you will see granite boulders, remnants of the ancient
glacial action, along the farm fences.
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Crossing the state along the north bank of the Platte River is
the Mormon Trail, followed by the Mormons traveling to Utah in 1847.
Along the south side of the Platte River is the Oregon Trail, used by
thousands of ambitious young Americans who wanted to go West to
seek success and fortune, particularly during the Gold Rush of 1849.
We can still see the graves of those who died on these trails.
"Nebraska" is derived from Indian words meaning "water running
slowly" or "flat country." American Indians are natives of this continent, so we should know more about them. In the 15th century, there
were about one thousand tribes with a population of one million, speaking about 200 different languages, also using sign language between them.
The 1920 census showed their population had decreased to a half million.
I became acquainted with three Indians. The first was a priest
of the church who had a ~ctor of Divinity degree. The second was also
a priest of the church. His name was "Bear Heart." One summer he
and I attended a rural clergy conference held at the University of Wisc onsin. He was a big man physically, and he said to me one day, "My
nickname is 'Big Bear,' so you may call me 'Big Bear.' May I call you
'Small Bear'?" I consented, of course.
The third was Mr. White Bear, chief of the Hopi Indian tribe in
Arizona, a leader of 8,000 Hopi and a graduate of an American college.
I watched Hopi dancing in the hotel yard at the Grand Canyon National
Park once. The Hopi are quite different from other American Indian
t ribes. They look like Japanese. One story states that about a thousand years ago, Japanese fishermen landed on a California beach, bec ause their boat was wrecked in a storm. They had no way to return
home, so they stayed at an Indian village.
Every year during the sugar beet season and at potato harvest
time, many Sioux Indians came to western Nebraska from South Dakota
and worked for farmers. They didn't talk much, seemed quite stoic,
and didn't show emotion in their faces, similar to Orientals.
About 40 years ago I saw the "Santa Maria" anchored in Lake
Michigan, near the city of Chicago. This was a model of the ship
Columbus commanded; the original had been lost in a fire. It was a twomasted sailing vessel used to cross the rough Atlantic in 1492. What motivated Columbus to risk this adventure? As he read the book written by
Marco Polo, Columbus was inspired. Marco Polo was an Italian merchant
and adventurer who reached China in 1266 A.D. and who lived there nearly
thirty years as political and commercial advisor to Kubla Khan. Naturally
he learned about other Oriental countries. In his book he states, "there
is a country called Japan-goo, located east of China." This country was
thought to have many natural resources, its buildings built with precious
stones and metals, gold and silver. Columbus was eager to go to Japan.
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He believed Copernicus' idea that the world was round, and he wanted to
go to the Orient by boat, not by horse or camel-back, and he believed it
could be done. Finally, Columbus left Spain commanding three ships. After
a perilous voyage of two months,he reached a small island, which became
known as part of the West Indies. Columbus had reached the American continent; he thought he had arrived in the East Indies, in Asia.
JAPANESE IMMIGRATION

In 1853, Commodore Perry's black battleships anchored in Urage
Bay, Japan, not far from the Shogun's castle in Tokyo. This visit awakened all of the Japanese; fin ally they abandoned national isolationism. The
feudal government of Tokugawa came to an end. So-called "Restoration"
came, and Japan became organized under the Emperor. During this transition period, there were civil wars, such as the Toba-Fushimi, the Choshyu
and the Seinan. These wars wasted many lives and much money.
The history of Japanese immigrants in the United States began in
1868, when 150 Japanese immigrants arrived in Hawaii. They were called
"Immigrant 111" or "gannangum1." [They are also known as "gan-nen-mono,"
or "first-year men."] One-third of them reached the U. S. mainland.
In 1869, owing to Chinese laborers, the first U.S. transcontinental
railroad was completed, and 15,000 Chinese laborers were discharged. As
branch line construction began, Japanese immigrants were hired. Such
companies as the Burlington (C B & Q), the Rock Island, the Union Pacific, and the Santa Fe liked Japanese laborers because they were faithful,
cooperative and hard workers. Most of them worked in the section, and
quite a few were promoted to section foremen. By 1904, in the state of
Wyoming alone more than 3,000 Japanese laborers worked for the railroads
and in the coal mines.
Chinese immigration to the United States became prohibited by law
in 1882; Japanese immigration showed a sudden increase beginning in 1888.
The peak of Japanese migration to the United States was around 1900,
when a record 20,000 Japanese landed in San Francisco in one year.
[Japanese immigration to the U.S. peaked in the decade 1910-1920 with
129,797, about five times the number of the preceding decade.] They were
mostly bachelors, independent and amb1t10us young men. [The U.S. Census
Bureau shows only 985 Japanese females m the U.S. in 1900.] The passports
of these men state clearly they came here seeking profitable jobs.
Most of these Japanese immigrants got jobs in the three coastal
states of California, Oregon, and Washington, but some of them crossed the
Sierra Nevadas and the Cascade Range to inter-mountain states such as
Utah, Idaho, and Nevada. Seven hundred brave and ambitious Japanese had
reached as far as the Missouri River in Nebraska by the year 1900. They
were all working for one of the railroad companies. Therefore, Nebraska
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was the advance line of Japanese immigration. This geographical position
was quite significant in giving these 700 Japanese immigrants an opportunity
for Americanization because it allowed them more free contact with the
Americans and the American way of life.
According to historical records, most European immigran-t;s who entered this country brought their families, hoping and wishing to live in America
permanently. So they were easily assimilated into American society and
called themselves "American," exactly as Israel Zangwill writes in his book
The Melting Pot.
However, the situation of Japanese immigrants was quite different.
They were single men, bachelors, responsible for making money and sending it to their poor parents and relatives in Japan. Furthermore, in the
years before and after the Russo-Japanese War of 1905, large numbers of
Japanese immigrants came to the United States to make money in order to
help Japan finance its fight to stop the territorial ambition of Russia, which
had conquered Manchuria and the northern half of Korea. They thought if
they worked hard for five years, they would be able to f u1fi11 their responsibility and still have an ex ~ra $2,000 for their own use and could "go home"
with a smile. Few thought of permanent residence and becoming Americans.
Just a few wished to live here permanently like European immigrants. Therefore, even though they worked hard at railroad construction and helped turn
desert into fertile farmland, their accomplishments were mostly forgotten
by the American public.
According to the 1905 census, there were 80,000 Japanese immigrants
in the United States, and one-sixth of them were employed by railroad
companies. At that time the country needed laborers to develop the West,
not only through work on rail construction, but also in agriculture, in fisheries, mining, sawmills, housework, etc. However, the railroad companies
paid the best, $1.25 per day for ten hours' work, twice as much as the
wages on the sugar plantations in Hawaii. Naturally, a large number of
the Japanese worked for the railroads, although this kind of life and work
was not easy.
Among the 700 Japanese railroad workers who reached Nebraska
about the turn of the century was a man called Teinosuke Endow, born in
Miyagi Prefecture in Japan in 1871, who had come to America when he
was a youth. He was a very friendly person, and I often heard him talk
about his interesting, but hard, experiences.
He was a section fore man on the railroad. A section foreman had a
few men under him and was responsible for maintaining a section of about
five miles of track. Most section foremen were Americans, and only a
few Japanese were chosen for this position. The Japanese section crew
had a keen sense of humor, worked hard and long, and kept their good reputations, so naturally the railroad companies liked Japanese laborers.
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According to Mr. Endow, he Jived, along with about ten other men,
in an old freight car standing on a side track on the open prairie. A
passing train brought drinking water once a week. Other food deliveries
were not so regular. One passing train dropped wheat flour and bacon, and
they made soup and dumplings and ate the same thing every day. Due to
this unbalanced ration, they aJJ suffered from night blindness and were not
very fit for night work. To cure this ailment, they gathered wild green
weeds near the railroad tracks and cooked them in a soup caJJed "dangoshyuru." Once in a while, they bought chickens from a nearby farm and
cooked chicken soup.
The old freight car was Jiving quarters for about ten men. Wheat
straw spread on the f Joor was their bed, and they wrapped up in their
blankets and slept there. Every night, armies of bed bugs attacked these
brave, tired Japanese workers, even though every morning they saw the
army of bed bugs parading on the floor and swept them out with a broom.
We can hardly imagine how it was for these good brethern to rest their
tired bodies. However, their strong sense of responsibi lity to their families in Japan gave them courage and helped them meet the chaJJenges
with a smile. And their dream and ambition of returning home with two
thousand doJJars gave them enormous courage and strength.
Cheyenne, Wyoming, is dose to the Nebraska state line, so I often
drove through this city. Some years ago, there was an off ice run by Wakimoto and Nishimura , labor contractor s. They helped Japanese brethern
to find jobs with the railroads, in mines, or in housework , even provided
their lodging. This business relationshi p was called "Boso-Sys tem" (the
Boss System). However, when I came to Nebraska in 1916, I didn't have
a chance to meet these bosses, because the system no longer existed.
In Denver, Colorado, Naoichi Hokazono; in San Francisco, Kyutaro Abiko;
in Portland, Oregon, Shinzaburo Ban; in Utah, Gen Nishiyama ; aJJ these
men were so-caJJed bosses. However, Japanese working in mines or rail- roads graduaJJy learned English and also the American way of life. They
no longer needed such assistance in their daily Jives, so the "Boss System"
disappeare d. Some historians say that this "Boss System" was a necessary
evil at that time.
In 1918 Yoshio Nishimura organized a labor union associatio n for
the laborers, even a party buJJetin was published. He also organized the
Consumer 's Cooperati ve through which the members could purchase food
and clothing as cheaply as possible. So they could save money, and their
Jives were graduaJJy stabilized. They prospered and got married and raised
children. They became more conscious of the possibility of remaining in
this country.
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THE DECISION TO ST A Y

About 1910, branch line construction was completed on the railroads,
and most of the 500 Japanese remaining in the area were honorably discharged. About 200 former railroad workers went to Omaha, Nebraska,
and took jobs with meat packing companies. Very fortunately, about this
same time the Great Western Sugar Company built a sugar mill in Scottsbluff, Nebraska, and 12,000 acres of sugar beets needed good workers,
particularly for the tasks of blocking, thinning, hoeing, and topping. This ·
is very hard work, but quite a few Japanese gladly moved to Scottsbluff
and became beet laborers.
Why is it that the Japanese immigrants who had come to America
to make money to be sent back to their homeland decided not to return
to Japan, but to stay permanently in the United States? Firstly, having
fulfilled their obligation to help their poor parents and relatives in Japan,
they were now free men with a right to choose whether to return or to
remain. The second reason is that they had learned the right kind of
immigrant philosophy from their leaders or from the guide books for immigrants published in Japan. They were now accustomed to the American
way of life. They had learned enough English to get along in their daily
lives. They felt comfortable here since this was not a strange land anymore. And after their discharge from the railroad, they could choose any
work for their future.
The United States is really a big country. Japan, their fatherland,
is small and crowded with people. Looking at the extensive, wide-open,
fertile lands of America, they began to dream that if they farmed here,
they would be happy. Then another thought came to their minds: they
would stay permanently and bury their bones in this adopted country.
Thus, they decided to stay in Nebraska permanently. This ambition and
determination gave them new courage and strength to conquer the many
difficulties. These Issei became Nebraska farmers and contributed to the
agricultural industry of Nebraska. We owe today's happy and peaceful
life in America to the determination and courage of these pioneers.
It was fall, 1916, when I came to Lincoln, Nebraska, directly from
Japan. To my surprise, there were quite a few Japanese already in this
city, the capitol of the state of Nebraska. They were in the cafe or
restaurant business, and the most prosperous and popular eating place
was the YMCA cafeteria run by Itoh and Kawakami, who came from
Fukuoka, Japan. In addition, there was the N & S Cafe, the Sunshine Cafe,
Togo Restaurant, Little Mints, and Joy's Cafe. They all were quite popular
and did good business.
I began to study at the University of Nebraska as a graduate student
majoring in Agricultural Economics; there I met about 15 Japanese students
in other courses. I still have the photograph taken with this group.
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Watanabe & other
Japanese at Dutch Flats,
Mitchell 1910-1913
(Sato Collection)

Noi Sato feeding chickens
Mitchell area, circa 1916
(Sato Collection)
Hiram Kano & friends
Mitchell, 1917 (Kano)

i;,

Nanbara family playing
music, Gering, 1934 (Kano)

Sato farm, Mitchell Valley
first Japanese-owned farm

Har vesting sugar beets
Mit c he ll Valley, c irca 1925
(Sa to Collection)
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World War I was going on in Europe, and in 1917 the United States declared war against Germany. Woodrow Wilson was President and Herbert
Hoover was Wartime Food Administrator. In the spring of 1918, Mr. Hoover
ordered a few agricultural colJeges to study the cost of producing and marketing one ton of sugar beets. The ChancelJor of the University of Nebraska sent a commission to Scotts Bluff County where most of the sugar
beet farms in the state were located, and I was asked to be one of the
research group under Professor FilJey, Agricultural Economist.
This was my first opportunity to visit Scotts Bluff County where
there were about 200 Japanese sugar beet farmers. I interviewed alJ of
them and colJected data. I found that ten dolJars per ton was the actual
cost of production and marketing and reported this figure to the ChancelJor.
Thereafter the sugar company paid the growers better, and production increased immensely.
During the commission's visit, I happened to meet Rev. Mr. Kosaburo Baba, a Methodist minister of Denver, in Bayard, Nebraska. I attended a Japanese meeting, preached the Gospel, and also gave a lecture on
agriculture. I remember also meeting Rev. Mr. Hirota and Rev. Mr. Arima,
who Jived in Denver.
In 1918 there were three organizations of Japanese communities in
Nebraska: the Lincoln County Association, in the North Platte area;
the Nebraska Japanese Association in ScqttsbJuff; a11d the MitchelJ Business Association in the MitchelJ ValJey. Jhe North Platte organization ·
had its off ices in Mr. Ugai 's Palace Ho'tei. The directors were Riichi
Ugai, Hugh Yaichi Wada, Chas. H. Shinn, Tamiro Seino, Tomokichi Kamino,
Isoji Okamoto, Eijiro Hayashi and George U. Matsutani. The secretary was
Sam S. Takaya. The Japanese Jiving in the eastern half of the state, as
far as Omaha, were the members.
In Scottsbluff, where Great Western Sugar Company's headquarters
were located, quite a few Japanese Jived in town and in the country. A
Japanese-languag e weekly newspaper, Neshyu Jiho (Nebraska News) was
even published there from 1916 to 1926. [ According to Alfred Lee in The
Daily Newspaper in America, only 14 Japanese-languag e newspapers were
being published in 1920 in the entire U.S.] The subscription was $3.00 a
year. I still have a copy issued January 26, 1918. Its editor, Koken Yamanaka, wrote on the subject "How to Develop Agriculture in this Fertile
Valley." There is also quite an interesting article concerning the newlyorganized Japanese Association of Nebraska. The 160 men present elected
John G. Furukawa as president, Tamiro Seino as vice president, Shigeo
Miyazawa and Sam Matsuda as treasurers, and Yoshinobu Kimura as secretary. Committee chairmen were Shinsuke Itoh, Mikio Miyaguchi, Tomikichiro Kume, Milton Y. Naito, Taisuke Muramatsu and Rinnosuke Nanbara.
The secretary received a salary of $90.00 per month.
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In this paper there is aJso an article about my v1s1t. It says,
"Mr. Hisanori Kano, an agriculturist, is now in the VaJJey.
He is one of the U.S. government sugar beet economic research commission sent by the University of Nebraska. Mr.
Seino, vice president of the Association, and Secretary
Kimura showed him the Valley. They visited Japanese
farms on March 15th and 16th. Mr. Kano also addressed
a group on the subject of sugar consumption in the
civilized world."
During my sojourn, the funeral of Kintaro Fujinami was held; Rev.
Harry Huntington, a Methodist minister, officiated. Mr. Huntington
passed away in 1960 at Longmont, Colorado, at the age of 95. He was
a great friend and pastor to the Japanese in the [North Platte] Valley.
When Rev. Huntington served as Superintendent of the Church and
Jived in Lincoln, Sasuke Roy Hosaka stayed in his house and attended
schooJ. We can hardly forget Mr. Huntington's kind heart and acts.
We can learn a great deaJ about the activity of the Mitchell Business Association from its first annual report which appeared in the
Association Bulletin published on May 25, 1920. The Chairman of the
Association was Mr. Ikuyoshi Tsuda who came from Toyama Prefecture
of Japan. Mr. Tsuda had been a police officer before he migrated to
the U. S. He had a moustache, which gave him great dignity, and he
was a very polite, pleasant and talkative man. After his death, Harry
K. Nakada succeeded to the chairmanship and guided the Association
very wisely. Committee chairmen of the Association Jisted in the
first report were Seizo Otsuki, Junsho Mitsuishi, Shimataro Tomoi,
Mataichi Iwata, Kaoru Harry Nakada, Jusuke Hayano, Harry S. Sasaki,
and Zenta Yoshimura.
In 1918 I graduated from the University and became a farm hand
and learned actual farm operations on three typical American farms:
a highly diversified farm near Davenport, Nebraska; a pure-bred Duroc
Jersey swine farm near CJay Center, Nebraska; and a grain farm near
Lincoln, Nebraska. I received $40 per month besides room and board,
precious experience, and knowledge of ruraJ Jife in America.
THE ANTI-JAPANESE MOVEMENT

Meanwhile, anti-Japanese sentiment in the coastal states was getting worse and worse. It had begun in the states of California, Oregon,
and Washington, where most of the Japanese immigrants had found jobs.
In 1907 an anti-Japanese incident involving school children took place in
San Francisco, California. As a result, a so-called Gentlemen's Agreement of 1908 had been signed that stated that thereafter no Japanese
laborers could come to the continental United States from Hawaii. In
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J9J3, California passed a Jand Jaw which prohibited Japanese ownership
of farm land and limited the lease of , farm Jand to a term of three years.
We could feel it eve n in Nebraska. Therefore, these three Japanese
organizations--the Lincoln County Association, the Nebraska Japanese
Association, and the MitcheJJ Business Association--decided to unite into
one body and name it the Japanese Americanization Society of Nebraska.
Its nature and purpose are made quite clear by its name. Its by-Jaws
stated the aim of the Society was to encourage Americanization, to protect the human rights of its members, and to advance their standard of
Jiving and their moral Jife. I was elected president and remained so
throughout the Jife of the Society, until 1941.
Since 1979, Nebraska has been in the jurisdiction of the Consulate
General of Japan, Kansas City, Missouri, but for many years it was in
the jurisdiction of the Consulate in Chicago. In 1917 when I paid my
first visit to the Consulate in Chicago, Mr. Saburo Kurusu was Consul.
(In 1940 Mr. Kurusu was in Washington, D.C. to assist Ambassador Nomura in trying to prevent war between Japan and the United States.)
On October 7, 1927, Consul Teijiro Tamura, Consul of Chicago, officiaJJy
recognized the Japanese Americanization Society of Nebraska. The registration gives the location of the Society as Nebraska, western Iowa,
eastern Wyoming, and South Dakota. It Jists as officers: president,
Hisanori Kano; vice presidents, Yaichi Hugh Wada (North Platte), Gosaburo Furukawa (Scottsbluff), and Harry Kaoru Nakada (Mitchell); Secretary, Mataichi Iwata; and, Treasurer, Seikichi Sakashita. All officers
had tenure of off ice for one year and were elected annually by a vote
of the membership, which at that time numbered 179. From 1927 onward,
whenever a new Consul was appointed at Chicago, he would come to
Nebraska to visit the Society.
The Americanization Society was automatically dissolved in December, 1941, because of the war in the Pacific. The Society existed for
twenty years and accomplished its purpose and mission wonderfully welJ.
On December 16, 1919, the Nebraska Constitutional Convention assembled at the State Capitol in Lincoln with 77 delegates present. The
Rev. Thomas Osborn of Bayard, Nebraska, was the delegate chosen for
MorriJJ and Scotts Bluff Counties. Naturally he had many Japanese
friends.
The purpose of the Convention was to up-date the State Constitution to reflect the considerable effect of World War I. Economically,
socially, and politically, the people were now living in a new world.
To our surprise, biJJs were introduced prohibiting aliens from owning Jand, from inheriting farm Jand, and limiting the Jease of farm land
to just one year. Bill 11215, proposed by Mr. Bee !er, a lawyer from
North Platte, Nebraska, was typical of anti-alien land laws. At this
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time, the Japanese, like other Orientals, did not have the right to become naturalized citizens, so they were aliens no matter how good a
farmer they were or how much they might desire citizenship.
When we learned of this critical situation from the daily newspapers, we felt the anti-Japanese storm in the coastal states hcid finally
reached peaceful Nebraska. Japanese delegates assembled in Lincoln
and asked me, as president of the Japanese Americanization Society,
to do my best to discourage the passage of such anti-Japanese land
bills.
At the time, I was busy farming a half-section of land, 320 acres,
near Litchfield, Nebraska, 180 miles west of the state capitol. It was a
very quiet and isolated farm which we had named "Humble Cottage Farm."
The nearest town was Litchfield, seven miles to the southwest, and our
cl osest neighbor Jived one mile and a half east of us. I wished to become
an experienced farmer. Also, my purpose in migrating to the United
States was to live here permanently and to encourage Japanese immigration. To accomplish this mission, I had to show myself to be a good and
industrious immigrant. That is why I had chosen a home in such an isolated, pure American rural community.
When word reached me from the Japanese delegates, I immediately
took a train to Lincoln to study the nature of the biJJs and to interview
the men who had introduced them. I also discussed them with the
Honorable Thomas AJJen, U. S. District Attorney, and Charles Bryan,
Mayor of the City of Lincoln. I also met Mr. Eperson, Chairman of the
Judiciary Comm ittee, which was handling the biJJs, and I got his permission to be present at the hearings and to express my humble wish.
When I arrived at the room where the Judiciary Committee met,
about twenty members were already present, awaiting the Chairman's
opening address. Mr. Eperson introduced me to the meeting, saying,
"Mr. Kano was born in Tokyo, Japan, migrated to Nebraska in the fall of
1916, took graduate work at the University of Nebraska CoJlege of Agriculture, and is presently farming in Sherman County. As he saw the
bills concerning the rights of resident aliens in Nebraska, he came here
representing Japanese residents in the state of Nebraska to express their
feelings. Therefore I ask you, the Committee, to give your special attention to his address."
So I stood and thanked Mr. Eperson for his very kind introduction
and addressed the meeting politely and boldly. In brief, I stated:
" In Nebraska, there are about 700 Japanese, including Nisei.
There are about 200 Japanese farms, mostly raising sugar
beets along the North Platte River. Nearly alJ are tenant
farmers whose skill and hard work satisfies their landlords
and the sugar company. Japanese living in towns or cities
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mostly operate cafes and restaurants, with the help of their employees. They are friendly and cooperative with their neighbors,
sharing their joys and sorrows.
"As you probably know, the U.S. Constitution gives the
privilege of naturalization only to free white men and Negroes,
not to other races. Therefore, we are not yet citizens, but we
Japanese have a strong desire to be adopted here, to live here
permanently, desiring to be buried in Nebraska when our earthly
Hf e comes to an end. Therefore, we are doing our very best to
develop and elevate the State of Nebraska materially and spiritually. I beg you from the bottom of my heart, do not make any
law detrimental to your Japanese brethern. I certainly appreciate your very great kindness of giving me this wonderful opportunity to address you gentlemen who are representing justice, liberty, and equality."
Immediately after I left the room, the Committee discussed four
different bills of the same nature relative to the rights of the resident
aliens in Nebraska. At the conclusion, their resolution was that because
of their nature and content, these biUs were matters for the state legislature to discuss and argue if it desired, not the Constitutional Convention. The Judiciary Committee recommended indefinite postponement.
Thus the bills were all killed.
I heard this resolution from Mr. Eperson and notified the three
branch offices of the Americanization Society of this news. I was extremely thankf u1 and 1ef t Lincoln and returned home with great joy and
satisfaction. Even today I haven't forgotten Mr. Eperson and his equitable treatment and fair play.
(It is interesting that among the 77 delegates to the Constitutional
Convention was Joseph Votova, a lawyer from Omaha, Nebraska. He
became a prominent attorney, and the federal government appointed him
U.S. District Attorney for the State of Nebraska. When the Pearl Harbor
incident occurred, December 7, 1941, I was taken into custody as an
enemy alien. My hearing took place at Fort Crook, south of Omaha, and
Mr. Votova was chairman of this hearing board.)
Although all anti-alien bills were killed in Nebraska, the antiJapanese movement in the three coastal states was getting worse. The
California state legislature had passed a law prohibiting even the lease
of farm land to Japanese farmers. They could no longer be farm operators, but only farm hands or laborers. The California propaganda was
so influential that the Montana legislature had passed an anti-Japanese
land law, and all Japanese farmers were forced to leave the state
of Montana. In 1920, California prohibited the entranc e of picture brides
from Japan. Moreover, naval arms limitation talks were being held in
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Washington, D. C. Through the press, the public learned how powerful the
Japanese fighting force would be in case of war, and they began to be
afraid. Thus hatred became fear.
We had been enjoying a peaceful and pleasant life in Nebraska. But
every day newspapers published in the coastal states reported the unhappy
news, which made us very sad. And we thought that because of such propaganda, we might someday have to face the same situation, and that we
would have to be united firmly to meet it.
Sure enough, when the Nebraska state legislature was called into
session in 1921, Mr. Davis of North Platte introduced HR 138, news of
which appeared in the daily papers in Lincoln and elsewhere. It was quite
clear that HR 138 was a copy of the California land law, brought into
Nebraska through clever propaganda. If this bill passed and became state
law, all 200 Japanese farmers would have to quit farming, for the bill provided that aliens ineligible for U.S. citizenship would not be allowed to
hold or inherit land, nor to lease farm land for more than two years. They
would not even be allowed to be stockholders of any company or financial
corporation which they themselves might organize.
Alarmed at this terrible news, representatives of the Japanese communities assembled in Lincoln to study this vital matter and to discuss how
to meet this serious situation. Shiro Ito of Omaha; Komagoro Kurazumi of
of Lincoln; Shigekichi Kawashima of Columbus; Toshijiro Ohdo of Grand Island; Chas. H. Shinn and Hugh Wada of North Platte; Milton Y. Naito, Kaoru
Kono and Kunihei Ikeda of Scottsbluff; and Ikukichi Tsuda, Harry K. Nakada,
Junsho Mitsuishi and Harry Sasaki of Mitchell were present.
They studied the bill carefully, discussed it earnestly, and passed
three resolutions:
I. Invest Mr. H. Kano, president of the Japanese Americanization
Society, with full power to meet this situation, and request him to
do his best.
2. Those present would go home immediately and ask their American friends, ' such as bankers, merchants and farmers, to write letters expressing their reaction against HR 138 and forward those
letters to Mr. Kano.
3. Ask Mr. Toshijiro Ohdo to confer with the Right Rev. George
Allen Beecher, Episcopal Bishop of western Nebraska and get his
advice and his assistance in meeting this critical situation.
I soon received a very kind letter from Bishop Beecher stating that
Mr. Frank Odho had requested him to go to Lincoln to meet with Mr. Davis,
who had proposed HR 138, and discourage its passage. Bishop Beecher and
I had never met before, but he asked that I meet him at the Union Station
when he arrived in Lincoln, that I explain the whole story to him, and then
go with him to the capitol to meet Mr. Davis.
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So I had a taxi ready awaiting his arrival. He was a big man physically. When he and I used to stand side-by-side, people woul~ laugh, saying,
"An elephant and a mouse are visiting."
As soon as he got off the train, he said, "Let us walk to the Capitol
as you explain to me what you have already done about this matter."
I said, "Bishop, the taxi is ready." I also told him why I had hired
the taxi,so we w.ould not be seen together, since his kind act might hurt
his reputation by labeling him pro-Japanese.
The Bishop said, "Don't be afraid to do justice. Don't you worry
about me. I will go to the taxi driver and tell him we do not wish to
hire him this time." At that moment, I was very moved by his greatness
and sincerity; to this very day, I am his admirer. He was really representing the church of God.
When we reached the Capitol, it was recess time. The legislators
were enjoying coffee and relaxing. We found Mr. Davis in the group.
The Bishop immediately introduced himself and told Mr. Davis why he
was there, saying, "I understand you have presented and proposed HR . 138,
trying to make it a law of this state. I know quite a considerable number
of Japanese scattered throughout the state of Nebraska, and even though
they do not yet have the right to become U. S. citizens, they are honest,
industrious, and law-abiding. No Japanese is in any jail or prison; their
reputation is good in every community I know of. There are about 200
farmers raising sugar beets, which requires back-breakingly hard labor.
They are truly contributing to this important industry in this state. I do
firmly believe it is not right to make any law against such people. Do you
think this is a desire of the majority of Nebraska people?"
·
Mr. Davis was almost frightened by this unexpected visitor and the
sharp criticism of the bill he had proposed. He said to the·· Bishop, "To
tell the truth, a friend of mine in California requested that I present this
bill to the floor."
The Bishop said, "Then I advise you to withdraw this bill at on.c e."
There were quite a few legislators in this room, watching and listening to this unusual, _excited scene and conversation. I was standing behind
the Bishop, listening to every wor_d _he spoke, and I was again deeply moved
with his fighting spirit on behalf of justice and fairness.- He was really a
great man.
Immediately after we left the Capitol and went back to the hotel, I
report~d to the three branch offices of the Americanization Society what
Bishop Beecher had done for us.
Meantime many valuable letters and references reached me from the
Japanese committees throughout the state. Even bankers, businessmen, and
landlords living in North Platte, where Mr. Davis resided, wrote letters or
statements against HR 138.
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When the anti-Japanese land bill had appeared at the State Constitutional Convention in 1919, we had campaigned very quietly, not openly, not
making it a public issue. It had been a wise way to handle such a touchy
matter, and the result had been good. However, this time the situation
was different. We were compelled to do our fighting openly. We printed
Bishop Beecher's statement of opinion concerning Japanese residents in
Nebraska and distributed it to all members of the legislature. We also
printed a memorandum of data which the legislators needed to know to
discuss the bill fairly. [See Appendix C]
Two years earlier, when the Constitutional Convention had met, I
had met with the Honorable Thomas Allen, U. S. District Attorney, and
the Honorable Charles Bryan, Mayor of the city of Lincoln. But this time
I went to the Capitol and talked with Governor McKelvie. Four years
earlier I had visited the governor's father at his farm near Clay Center,
Nebraska. The Governor was quite courteous, saying as we parted that he
would pray for the success of my campaign.
Mr. Rodman was chairman of the Judiciary Committee. Owing to
his kindness, I was present at the hearing for HR 138. I addressed the
Committee and asked their assistarice in discouraging the passage of the
bill. They asked me many questions, and sometimes they burst into laughter. It was quite an entertaining atmosphere, and I felt quite good.
Finally the bill appeared on the main floor of the state legislature
for debate. Mr. Rodman spoke first. I was sitting alone in the high balcony of the assembly hall, watching and listening to Mr. Rodman's eloquent
speech against the proposed bill. He was a fair-minded, righteous rnan,
champion of justice and a good law-maker~ Even today, recalling his
earnest presentation makes me tearful.
Following his fine address, one speaker after another stood to present their views, pro and con. Both sides stood pat. The heated argument continued, showing no sign of ending. At this serious moment, Mr.
Hoagland, a lawyer from North Platte, got permission from the chair to
introduce a compromise bill. He said, "I am one of the legislators believing Bill HR 138 is unjust and that we ought not make it Jaw. Instead,
I propose a compromise which will satisfy both sides. Strike the words
'alien ineligible for citizenship' and substitute the words 'any alien.'
Allow ownership of city property, but no more ownership of farm land.
And allow tenants to have a five-year, rather than a two-year, lease on
farm land."
Then the Speaker of the House took a vote, and nearly all members
agreed to Mr. HoagJand's amended bill, which thus passed the floor and
became a law of the state.
I was in the balcony, watching and listening to the procedure of
the session when Mr. Hoagland's compromise bill was passed and became
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a Jaw. One consolation came to my mind: "It's O.K. AU Japanese
farmers are tenants now. If they work hard and save money, the Nisei
wiJJ soon be of age and can hold farm land freely and become ownerfarmers." I was glad the original discriminatory HR 138 had been effectively kiJJed.
I went back to the hotel and sent reports to Bishop Beecher and
to the three branch offices of the Association. Consul Kuwajima of
Chicago haEI been aware of this biJJ and had sent Mr. Misaki Shimazu to
Nebraska to keep him .informed, so I wrote letters of thanks to them.
And I wrote a Jetter of thanks to Mr. Rodman. When I review the copy,
dated February 17, 1921, it makes me emotional, recollecting his forceful
speech against HR 138 and that exciting session.
The battle against the anti-Japanese bill was a good stimulant
and taught us many precious lessons. Since that day, we became more
cautious and attentive. We determined to do our utmost effort and
achieve success. And we worked harder every day. More than sixty
years have gone by since that day of hard battle. If we visit North
Platte now, where Mr. Davis lived, we find ten Nisei farmers who own
160 acres, peacefully and happily enjoying normal middle-class·American
life. It is quite true that our sorrow has turned into joy!
Anyone who visits Holy Apostles' Church, MitcheJJ, Nebraska,
[ which incorporated the Japanese congregation of St. Mary's Episcopal
Church, MitcheU] wiJJ see a large round-roofed building in the churchyard
and an engraved cornerstone which reads "Bishop Beecher Memorial Hall."
Bishop Beecher passed away in June, 19.51; he was 83 years old. His body
was buried in his family's plot near the city of Kearney, Nebraska. I was
one of his pall bearers, and quite a few Japanese attended his funeral.
Since J92J, when he had defiantly opposed the anti-Japanese land bill, he
was caUed "Benefactor," for he had always been a teacher, advisor, and
friend to the Japanese in Nebraska, not only in this emergency.
Shortly after Bishop Beecher's death, the lssei built the Bishop
Beecher Memorial HaU in this churchyard so that the Japanese-Americans
of coming generations could remember him and his unmeasurable kindness.
However, the anti-Japanese sentiment continued. In 1922, the U. S.
Supreme Court in Washington, D.C., declared that Japanese were not
eligible for U. S. citizenship by naturalization. And in 1924, a Jaw was
passed which prohibited migration and entrance of Orientals into the
United States.
THE 1920s AND 1930s

Driving my car overland in 1922, while fuJfiJJing my duties as president of the Japanese Americanization Society, I visited the North Platte
area for the first time. The population of this city was ten thousand,
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making it one of the largest cities in the state. It was located on the
Union Pacific main line, so it was a very busy place with a railroad
roundhouse, various machine shops, and an ice plant. Across the street
from the front of the depot was the Palace Hotel and Cafe owned by
Richi Ugai, born in Hiroshima, Japan, and managed by Hugh Wada.
Quite a few Japanese Issei were working there, including Iwao Mihara,
Kanichi Kono, Daijiro Noda, Junpei Yokota, Enji Yamazaki, Norihiro
Kono, Tamiro Seino, Tadao Yazawa, Sam Shizuo Takaya, Shosaku
Nagamore, Sei Fujihara, Hitoshi Nakagawa, Yaju Yamashita and
Seijiro Toyofuku.
In the Union Pacific roundhouse Chozo Kumagai, Gosaku Wada,
Shinpei Nakagawa, Isoji Okamoto, Tomisaburo Morikawa, Gijun Fujimoto,
Eijo Yamada, Tomigoro Togashi, and Tozaburo Kishi were working.
West of North Platte were fine irrigated farms raising corn,
wheat, oats, alfalfa, and sugar beets; these farms were operated by
Japanese farmers: Eijiro Hayashi, Toshiro Yanagida, Yataro Takahashi,
Joonai Mizuno, Takehiko Miyoshi, Seishichi Yago, Charles H. Shin (who
had been an interpreter for the railroad company), Yaichi Ogata, lchitaro Yoneyama, Frank Seijiro Yamaki, Shomatsu Nakayama, Tomokichi
Kamino, Shosuke Kuroki, Chukichi Uyemura and Teikichi Matsumoto.
The average size of these farms was 160 acres; these were all rented ,
as there were no Japanese owner-farmers at this time. Nor were
there tractors at this time; big workhorses did the heavy work, and
each farm had four to six head of fine workhorses.
Mr. Kamino and Mr. Miyoshi were cited as Master Farmers and
awarded medals by the Agricultural Association of Japan. This society
was organized in 1881, with headquarters in Tokyo. Its honorary president has always been a member of the royal family. The purpose of
this society is to assist in the technical and economic development and
improvement of agriculture, and to commend good, successful farmers
by honoring them publicly. For many years, they honored farmers only
in Japan, but now do so outside of Japan as well. Seven Nebraska immigrants from Japan received letters of commendation from the Agricultural Society of Japan for their successful farming pursuits and social
service.
About ten miles west of North Platte is the village of Sarben,
Nebraska, where a Union Pacific branch line depot is located, and where .
James Tamejiro Wada of Wakayama, Japan, was running a gas station
and auto repair shop. Mr. Wada was also one of those honored by the
Agricultural Society of Japan.
In the next town west of Sarben, Paxton, Nebraska, was a large
ranch operated by the partnership of Jack H. M atsutani, George U.
Matsutani, and Sotaro Okusa, raising cattle, hogs, and chickens besides
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sugar beets, corn, wheat, alfalfa and vegetables of various kinds. Their
sons were 4-H Club members, and their fat calves received Grand Champion awards several times at the Denver National Stock Show.
Thirty miles further west, I visited the farm of Sekizo Ibata and
met his family. His oldest son, Ralph, later became a professor of physics
at the University of Nebraska.
One hundred miles further west , we would visit Scotts Bluff County,
located in the Nebraska Panhandle. Since 1910, quite a few Japanese have
lived in this area, most of whom are engaged in farming. [See Appendix D]
The North Platte River runs through this area from west to east, making
the soil of this valley quite fertile and good for growing sugar beets. To
process this crop, the Great Western Sugar Company built four factories
in this valley, at Mitchell, Scottsbluff, Gering, and Bayard.
Raising sugar beets requires extremely hard, back-breakin g work,
but the Japanese did a good job, and the sugar company and the landlords
always welcomed having Japanese farmers work for them. Good farmers
like John G. Furukawa and Kaoru Kono received the special privilege of
living in good houses belonging to the company and farming fertile company
farms. Whenever there were contests for high beet production, the company
gladly gave us many trophies, for at a time when the average gugar beet
yield was 15 tons per acre, the Japanese farmers could raise more than 20
tons.
In the summer of 1922, Rev. Suyematsu Saito, accompanied Mr. Milton
Naito, visited me on my farm near Litchfield. Rev. Saito had been sent to
Nebraska to evangelize the Japanese people, sent by Dr. Johnson, Methodist
Bishop of California.
In the summer of 1923, without any notice, Bishop Beecher suddenly
came to my Litchfield farm. It was certainly a surprise. I couldn't figure
out what he had in mind. As soon as he got out of his car, he said, "I have
come here to ask you something important. As you know, I travel around my
missionary district constantly and have come to be acquainted with quite a
few Japanese. They are certainly good citizens and hard workers, but I
am anxious to teach them Christianity. I can't speak Japanese, so I want
you to do it for me. That's why I came here to see you. Help just one
year, anyway. If your farm loses money due to your absence, I shall gladly
recompense you for it. And if, at the end of this trial year, you don't
want to continue, of course you may just quit."
I responded immediately to his earnest request, " I certainly appreciate your very kind thought and request, but I do not wish to be an evangelist until I get too old to farm. Until that time, I earnestly desire to
demonstrate Christian teaching by trying to be a good example of a
Christian family. This is my way of preaching the gospel, so please ask
someone else to assist you in your evangelical work.
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"But a11ow me to te11 you why I came to the United States as an
immigrant. When I was 20 years old, I was a co11ege student. First I
got flu, then typhoid fever, then appendicitis, then peritonitis. The two
doctors attending me declared that mine was a hopeless case. My vitality was nearly gone; I was too weak to be operated on, and I thought 'I
have to go,' but at this critical and serious moment, God appeared to me,
so I surrendered. I didn't see His face, nor hear any voice, but it is true
God appeared to me. Then, strangely, I felt better physica11y, and I felt
better every day thereafter. After exactly 100 days, my hospitalization
ended, and I was permitted to go home. My doctors said it was a
miracle.
"I began to search out this mystery in the Bible. On Christmas,
1909, I was baptized by Dr. Peeke, a missionary with the Dutch Reformed
Mission of America, and became a Christian. I rea11y felt I had been
made into a new man, and I began to pursue a 'theo-centric life' rather
than an 'ego-centric' life.
"While I was a student at Tokyo Imperial University (now the University of Tokyo), one day I attended a seminar on 'Population, Food and Land.'
I heard God's voice say, 'Go to America, God's melting pot; work there.' "
Bishop Beecher was listening closely to my tale and said, "My sudden
coming here was not fruitless. I was deeply moved hearing your interesting
life story." Then he reverently knelt on the floor and said a prayer for us
and for a11 the Japanese families in Nebraska.
Exactly one year had passed since his first visit when he came again
and said to me, "Since I paid my visit here a year ago, I have tried hard to
find my vicar in our church's theological schools, but I couldn't find one.
So I came back again today to ask you to assist me in doing God's work.
The church headquarters in New York has endorsed my plan."
At this very moment, one thought flashed across my mind: "Has
God's ca11 come to me so early, although I wanted to wait to be an
evangelist until I am old?"
Therefore I answered the Bishop, "Thank you for your kind concern
toward the spiritual life of the Japanese brethern in Nebraska. I shalJ
gladly confer with my wife on this important matter and sha11 answer you
before the coming Christmas."
The Bishop was very pleased and left the farm after blessing us.
In early spring, 1925, we left the farm near Litchfield and moved to
Mitche11, Nebraska, to begin Bishop Beecher's missionary work among the
Japanese. That year I visited a11 the Japanese communities scattered
throughout Nebraska and parts of the neighboring states, interviewing the
Japanese brethern and compiling a census. At this time, the Japanese
population was 704: 300 men, 110 women and 294 children.
In Omaha in 1925, along Farnam Street, the city's most important
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business street, I found a studio run by Harold Matsuo, an art goods
store run by Shinkichi Yoden, a Japanese dry goods store run by Goro
Watanabe, and in the South Omaha distric t, a fine photographic studio
run by lhachi Ishii.
In this South Omaha area about 200 Japanese were employed by
the stockyards and meat-packing houses. They lived in an old four-story
house called "The Japanese Camp." Mr. Toshiro Kuto, born in Aomori,
Japan, the overseer and an interpreter for the companies, showed me
this interesting building. He said, "This big building is regarded as a
'haunted house,' so no one wishes to live in it." So Mr. Kuto had rented
it, paying a very nominal amount. The steps going upstairs were narrow
and dark, making it sort of ghostly or spooky, but the Japanese people
had made this building very clean, and even shiny, inside and out. It
seemed to me that there was no chance for ghosts or spooks to haunt it.
The landlord was quite happy, for he was now receiving regular monthly
rent.
Crossing the Missouri River which runs on the east side of Omaha,
I entered Council Bluffs, Iowa. There I met Mr. Kohara and his family.
He had been a minister of the gospel with the Congregational, Church
and was at that time a photographer. A few years later, his family
moved to the South and settled in Alexandria, Louisiana.
(During World War II, there was an internment camp near Alexandria containing about 2,000 Japanese internees, including myself. In
1969 when I visited the site of this camp, there was nothing left. Mr.
and Mrs. Kohara were both dead, and their son Jack took us to their
graves, and we paid our respects.)
That same year, 1925, I visited the small town of Schuyler, Nebraska, along the Union Pacific main line where Mr. Eiichi Maniwa, section
foreman, and his family lived. Frank Saburo Sanehisa was also a Union
Pacific section foreman near Columbus, Nebraska. There were a few
Japanese farmers in this area, also, such as Mr. and Mrs. Saburo Mochimaru from Fukuoka, Japan, and S. Kawashima and S. Uchimura from
Kagoshima. They were raising corn, wheat, oats, and alfalfa, as well as
hogs and cattle. Near Lexington, Nebraska, there were farms run by
Tokuichi Kanda and Hyakutaro Kanda.
In Grand Island, the third largest city of Nebraska, was the Palace
Cafe near the Union Pacific railroad station, run by Saburo Shindo. Quite
a few Japanese worked as cooks and waiters in this restaurant after they
were honorably discharged from the railroad company in 1910. One was
John Wakimoto who was a good dancer in Japanese dance and quite an
entertainer. Another was Mr. Frank Ohdo who worked there as a dishwasher. He was a graduate of Aoyama Gakuin (Aoyama Institute) and
had been an interpreter for the railroad company. When the Nebraska
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state legislature was discussing the anti-Japanese land bill, he worked
very hard with Bishop Beecher to discourage the passage of this bill.
He admired Bishop Beecher so much that he later stayed in the Bishop's
house as a butler for several years.
During the 1920s in nearly every town in Nebraska, large or small,
we saw a cafe or restaurant operated by Japanese Issei. Why is that?
Because in Nebraska, aliens who were not U.S. citizens could not, by
state law, be school teachers, lawyers, or even undertakers, so there
was little choice. Cooks, waiters, and farmers didn't need licenses.
Morever, nearly all these Japanese young men came from rural communities, so although a small percentage engaged in the restaurant business, the majority were pleased to become farm laborers on the beet
farms, and most succeeded in becoming independent farmers. The restaurant business and farming are hard work, but these Issei pioneers
surely fought this hard battle well and left a splendid record in the history of Japanese immigration.
The next battle they had to face was against economic panic
which struck twice, in 1921-24 and in 1929-33. The price of all commodities went down so much that farmers couldn't buy coal to keep their
houses warm, but rather had to burn precious seedcorn as fuel. We still
remember one bushel of corn at 10¢, one dozen eggs at 5¢, and no hog
market, so the government bought hogs at 2¢ a pound and made tankage.
One farmer had saved three hundred dollars in the bank for payment to
the Federal Land Bank, but lost it when the bank went bankrupt. Another
farmer borrowed fifteen dollars from a bank and had to give his wife's
gold ring as security. Other farmers couldn't pay the dentist for services
and had to beg him to wait a while until some pigs were sold. Of course,
the cattle market was bad, too; we could buy a calf for only one dollar.
In the grocery stores, we could buy two pounds of hamburger for a quarter, but even that was not easy to do because of the shortage of cash.
Therefore, in the spring of 1930, the Americanization Society called delegates to a meeting and passed a resolution not to collect dues until the panic had ended. I declined a stipend from the church and notified Bishop Beecher that I had made up my mind to be a farmer.
It so happened that at this very moment Mr. Dutton, a wealthy
businessman from Hastings, asked me to manage his 700-acre ranch near
Hebron, Nebraska, so I immediately went to inspect the place. This ranch
was located five miles west of Hebron with a tiny river running quietly
through it. Near this creek was a pump house, so that water was available for irrigation whenever needed. There were two farm houses, a big
one and a smaller one, both in good condition; a cattle shed, hog house,
and machine shed, all in good shape. I met Mr. Dutton and explained to
him my plan for organizing a Japanese colony of three or four families
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on the ranch and my desire to demonstrate rational farm management
to withstand this crucial time of economic crisis. Mr. Dutton was extremely pleased and promised to co-operate with me. Very fortunately
I could get endorsements from Mr. Harry K. Nakada, Kunikichi Hori,
and Takejiro Kawaguchi who were all good farmers--honest, industrious,
and hard-working.
We called this ranch "Dutton Ranch." This Japanese village was
a sort of "commune." All the men had to work the same number of
hours every day, dividing the profit and loss equally. The women and
the children worked for the ranch according to their abilities. The
household accounting was done by double-entry bookkeeping, and was
always open for all to examine. In case of illness or injury, the doctor's bills were paid from the general fund. And every Sunday morning
we had morning prayer in the spacious dining room.
In the extremely dry summer of 1933, crops of corn and wheat in
eastern Nebraska almost failed. However, because of irrigation, we
colonists could raise vegetables of many kinds. Cabbage was particularly welcome and pleased our neighbors, who were mostly German-Americans who used it to make sauerkraut. As Hebron is near the,NebraskaKansas state line, it is naturally quite hot in the summer, and we could
raise watermelons, cantaloupes, and sweet potatoes; therefore, our spa-:
cious back yard looked like a real marketplace. I sometimes took a
pickup-load of vegetables and sold them in neighboring towns. Once we
shipped a carload of hogs to the St. Louis market, and since I was a
shipper, I rode for free in the caboose. Each morning and evening, we
milked ten head of Holstein cows and made butter and cheese, so in all
we lived a self-sufficient and self-supporting life.
Three rare guests visited our village. The first was Major Katsuji
Satake, who came in the summer of 1933. He had been living with American soldiers for two years at a fort in South Dakota where he studied
American military tactics. During World War II, he was commanding
officer of a small isolated island in the Pacific. When this island was
surrounded by the U.S. Navy and Army, he felt the situation was hopeless and surrendered. He took the entire responsibility on himself,
thereby saving the lives of the several thousand soldiers under his command. he was a really good man and a truly brave fighting man.
In the fall of this same year, 1933, Professor Yakichi Noguchi of
Tokyo Imperial University visited us. He was a scholar of ecology, who
made a special study of plant roots. I escorted him to the University of
Nebraska in Lincoln and introduced him to Professor Dr. Frank D. Keim.
The following year Mr. Kiroo Wada, an officer in the agricultural
and forestry department of the Japanese government, visited us. At that
time, I was still a long-distance advisor to the Secretary of Agriculture
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in Japan. Mr. Wada explained to me the measures the Japanese government was undertaking to help farmers who were suffering from the worldwide economic crisis, and he studied our colony system with immense interest. We learned through the press a few years later that he had become a minister of the agricultural and forestry department in the central
government.
In the fall of 1933, when the panic had nearly ended, my family and
I left the village and moved to a house in North Platte. Mr. Seikichi Sakashita and his family and Mr. Ichiji Hirauye and his family joined the colony
and helped it continue to prosper.
However, for a combination of reasons, not everyone weathered the
economic storm, and in the years around 1930, a number of people returned
to Japan. [Appendix E ]
SOCIAL LIFE

Following the recognition of the Japanese Americanization Society
of Nebraska by the Japanese Consul in 1927, Americanization Halls were
built in Scottsbluff and Mitchell in 1928. Josuke Asahara, assisted by M.
Sugano and others,constructed the Scottsbluff Hall which had a large assembly hall, a stage, and a kitchen. The Mitchell Hall was built by a professional carpenter. In the basement was a large hall with a stage; upstairs
were offices, dining room, and kitchen. In North Platte, there was a smaller hall, which was a gift from the Matsutani family of Paxton.
Every fall the annual meeting of the Society took place, presided
over by the president of the Society. These annual meetings began with an
address by the president of the Society. The Society did not have a paid
secretary, so the president had to do that work. As we were Japanese subjects at the time, the president had to report to the Consulate of Japan' in
Chicago on such matters as births, marriages, deaths, conscription, etc. ·
Every Sunday the president conducted religious meetings, and during the
week, as agricultural advisor, visited one or another of the Japanese farms.
I, as president, was quite busy all the time. After the president's opening
address, we heard the annual report, the treasurer's report, and reports
from the individual branches, followed by questions and discussion, the
election of the president, and discussion on proposals for the program for
the coming year.
The annual meeting lasted three days, but all the delegates were so
earnest, that discussion often continued until dawn. Bishop Beecher also
attended these annual meetings and was amazed at the earnest and sincere
attitudes of the delegates representing the three branches of the Society.
The education of the Nisei, spiritual as well as intellectual, was always a major topic. In 1926, Mr. Seikichi Sakashita of Mitchell and I went
to Colorado and visited the Japanese language schools in Brighton and Fort
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Lupton. In the summer of 1928, we opened similar schools in Mitche11,
Scottsbluff, and North Platte. The president of the Society and a few
Japanese mothers were the teachers. Later, as the number of pupils
grew, we hired Japanese co11ege students during their summer vacations.
This language education helped communication between children and
parents considerably. At the same time, the Nisei also learned about
Japanese culture.
Fukiyosekai [entertainment meetings or theatrical assemblies ]
was another interesting annual event which began in 1928. These took
place mostly during the winter when the farmers were not so busy.
It was primarily the Issei who enjoyed the programs, as the Nisei were
too young to understand what was happening on stage. They just watched the acts and performances with smiles and patience. Each of the
three chapters had its own program and invited the others to attend.
Most of the plays were historical and popular ones, like Chushingura,
but sometimes modern dramas, like Hototogisu, were performed. The
actors painted their dark sun-burned faces with white face powder and
acted the parts of gentle women and brave Samurai warriors, and
others of the men who appeared on stage had to be "the feet of the
horses." The guests and visitors were a11 Japanese and watched these
plays with extreme enthusiasm, becoming emotional and shedding tears,
or, if it were a comedy, bursting into loud laughter.
Mr. Matsujiro Miyamoto, a native of Fukuoda, Japan, was the instructor and director of this group of actors and actresses in Scottsbluff.
Music was provided by Seikichi Yamada, who played the on-stage drum,
and Mrs. Yamada played the samisen. Considerable time was spent by
the people in the community to make these exciting programs of amateur theatricals successf uJ.
The communities in North Platte and Mitche11 did not have a
drama teacher, so they gathered old memories and impressions of the
plays they had witnessed in Japan when they were young. Their acts
and performances were satisfactory enough to entertain their audiences, to make them emotional, and sometimes even sentimental. The
visitors aJJ enjoyed and appreciated their plays, no matter how crude
they were.
In 1933 a poetry club was organized. It had around 20 members,
primarily Issei, who wrote in the tradition of the 31-syJJable Japanese
poem. The club published its poetry, but the club itself is no longer in
existence.
One year, while Mr. Kuwajima, a judo expert, was visiting, the
Americanization Society sponsored a judo school.
Bishop Beecher was always fuJl of pep and cheer, with the big
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physical stature of a prize fighter. He organized and managed a boys' camp
for ten days every summer in the woods belonging to the U. S. Army at Fort
Robinson, near Crawford, Nebraska. I took a few Japanese Nisei boys every
year to this camp. George Sato, Frank Sato, Pershing Nakada, Kazua Matsutani, Masaharu Matsutani, Kei Matsutani, George Iwata, Cyrus H. Kano,
George Yago and Tadashi Nagadki were among those who attended and enjoyed camp life. Mr. Saburo Shindo, boss of the Palace Cafe at Grand Island, sent an expert cook, Mr. Seiki Nishio, to help the Bishop's camp, and
Mr. Toshijiro Ohdo also attended and helped in the kitchen. A few clergy
were present to assist the Bishop by taking care of the everyday camp program. I, for instance, taught swimming to the boys.
One summer, there were artillery maneuvers being held at Fort
Robinson, and the Bishop got special permission from the Army for us to
watch this exciting fighting drill.
That same year I also took four Nisei--Masami Sakurada, Shoji Sakurada, Johnnie Hirasawa, and Frank Kishiyama--to the Boy Scout camp at
Laramie, Wyoming, which was also a very good training place for boys.
In 1930, since the Nebraska Nisei had grown considerably, and some
were now attending high school, Bishop Beecher organized a Young People's
Christian Conference. The first Conference met in the church at Mitchell,
with the Bishop presiding, and young people from Colorado, Wyoming and
South Dakota, as well as Nebraska, attending. About 100 young people attended each year.
After Bishop Beecher retired in 1944, Bishop Brinker became the
leader and adviser. One year Retired Bishop Reifsnider, formerly Bishop of
Tokyo, addressed the Conference, and another year Father Barnds of Lincoln came and helped the Conference.
Between 1937 and 1951, the Japanese congregation of St. Mary's Church
had a summer camp, which was held for one week in the latter part of
August when farmers could leave their homes without worry~ It provided
leisure time, a lull, in the summer season.
Since Nebraskans live on the prairie, we chose cool mountains where
big trees grow as the location for our camp. In 1937 we held a three-day
trial camp at the YMCA camp near Estes Park, Colorado. This was so satisfactory and successful that the following year, we decided to stay for one
week in the Black Hills of South Dakota at the camp at Pactola belonging
to the Baptist Church. This camp had many tall pine trees and a brook
where we could swim and fish.
When we had the trial camp in Estes Park, about 44 Issei and Nisei
attended. Every day began with morning prayer, followed by religious education. In the afternoon we had all kinds of athletic activities, such as
hiking and horseback riding, and after supper we had fellowship.
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Cooking was not an easy job, but Deaconness Le Hew took charge of
cook's duties, assisted by the Nisei, and they prepared fine meals. One
we had visitors from Denver, Dr. K. Miyamoto, his daughter Sadako,
another friend. After supper, Dr. Miyamoto addressed our group on
subject of "The Rocky Mountains."
Mr. and Mrs. Ujiro Kubo and Mr. and Mrs. J. Miyahara attended each
summer camp from this first one at Estes Park to the last one in the Black
Hills and helped us greatly.
In our Pactola camp, we had to cook for 80 people. The Issei ladies
and the Nisei girls worked hard preparing wholesome meals for everyone.
One year Mr. Sam Hangui of the Eagle Cafe in Scottsbluff spared one of
his cooks, Tameyoshi Miura, to help our kitchen crew, and another year
Mr. Hangui sent another cook, Yoshiyuki Ikeya, to help us. We cannot
forget his very kind help for the camp.
Every year we bought a considerable amount of food for the camp
from the wholesale house, and each family also donated pickles, chickens,
ham, bacon, rice, flour, lard, butter and fresh vegetables of many kinds,
so the food cost only $1.00 per day per person. The cost of the one-week
camp was $8.00 per person, with a half-charge for children yd'unger than
eight. [See Appendix F for the names of the families who attended this
Church camp and Japanese summer school teachers who were also invited.]
Each morning, after breakfast, there were classes on the Bible, on
the geology and mineralogy of the Black Hills, botany, photography, sketching and handicrafts. Father Barnds of Lincoln, Nebraska, attended the
camp each year accompanied by his daughters and his son, Joseph, giving
an hour Bible lecture each morning. He is now Bishop of the church in
Texas, and his son, Joseph, became rector of St. Timothy Episcopal Church
in Gering, Nebraska.
Every afternoon everyone had free time. Some went fishing in the
creek, others went hiking in the nearby hills. There was a CCC (Civilian
Conservation Corps) camp nearby, and we had softball matches against
them several times. We also enjoyed watching a softball match between
the Issei men and the Nisei girls. The final score was 8 to 2--the girls
won. After supper, we had a campfire and enjoyed a social hour.
I was director and manager of this camp, and owing to the assistance of the Nisei committees [See Appendix G] and the cooperationg of
the campers, this camp of 80, young and old, was like one big, happy
family. It is quite significant that at the end of this camp week, the Issei
wrote a letter of thanks to the Nisei:
"We have really enjoyed camping in this beautiful and quiet
place, where we could smell the sweet scent of pine trees,
hearing the murmur of clear water running in the creek. This
is really a sacred place. You treated us as your guests wonderthe
day
and
the
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fully. We heartily appreciate this restful week. We were greatly
impressed watching you r un a large camp like this. We are certainly glad to witness the ability and capability of the Nisei of
Nebraska. The age of the Issei, the pioneer, is gone now, and
the time has come for you, wonderful Nisei! You have to take
a path with high ideals and vision. We sincerely pray for your
good health and sound mind as American citizens."
The letter was signed by the Issei campers, Camp Judsen, Black Hills.
The distance from this camp to Scottsbluff is 190 miles. On the
day of breaking camp, some campers stopped over in Hot Springs,
South Dakota, on their way home and visited the thermal baths. Others
visited the big Buffalo (American bison) herd which was pastured nearby.
The last camp was held in 1951, and thereafter each family started
to vacation by themselves. The Nisei were old enough to drive cars, and
Issei were getting older and less suited to camping, but our church camps
had taught them why vacations are necessary and important.
Many of the Nisei who had reached high school age were fond of
baseball. Each summer they played against various other valley teams,
such as those from Henry, Morrill, Mitchell, Scottsbluff, Minatare, and
occasionally, North Platte. They were never beaten, for they had exceptionally fine players, like the Miyahara brothers of Henry and pitcher
George Yamake of North Platte.
The Nisei also organized a basketball team and played against
several Valley teams, but did not have as good a record as the baseball
team. Most of their games were played in the gym at Henry or, later,
in Bishop Beecher Memorial Hall in Mitchell.
Between 1949 and 1956, an annual Chop Suey Party was held in
Bishop Beecher Memorial Hall. The ticket price was a dollar, and a
thousand tickets were sold every year. Some American friends suggested
to me, "You should invite us more often; once a year is not enough."
We even demonstrated how to eat with chopsticks, which the guests enjoyed using. One guest said, "I like this party very much; it is a time
we can meet our old friends in the Valley of the Panhandle." We owed
this success to our church women who worked hard to prepare the delicious chop suey, and to the Japanese familes in the Valley who donated
fat chickens, cakes and vegetables.

WORLD WAR II
On December 7, 1941, the Japanese Imperial Navy attacked Pearl
Harbor, and the very unfortunate Pacific war broke out. Naturally,
Americans extremely resented and hated the Japanese, and Bishop
Beecher was very much worried that some disgraceful incident might
happen to the Nebraska Japanese and Japanese-Americans. So he
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addressed public meetings , saying, "The Japanese people in Nebraska
are my friends. They are f ine people, and I ask you not to harm them.
If anyone of you is seeking to unjustly persecute them, you shall have
to kill me first." He uttered such strong words without any hesitation.
I was taken into custody on the very day of the Pearl Harbor incident, and during my five years' absence, Bishop Beecher gathered
the Japanese people and their families under the protection of the
Episcopal Church, through St. George's Mission in North Platte and St.
Mary's Mission in Mitchell, preaching and comforting them. [See
Appendix A for news of Kano's arrest.]
When the war broke out, the U.S. government requested the
Japanese Jiving in California, Oregon, and Washington states to move
100 miles or more east of the coast line. Some moved, but it was
such a short notice that most of them couldn't move. So the government put them in internment camps (also called relocation centers)
in Utah, Colorado, Idaho, Arkansas, New Mexico, etc., with a total population of about 120,000. The internment camps where I was taken
following my arrest were men's camps for leaders of the Japanese community; our families were free. I spent time in camps in Ca~p Forrest,
Tennessee; Camp Livingstone, Louisiana; Santa Fe, New Mexico; Council
Bluffs, Iowa; and Sparta, Wisconsin. I was arrested on December 7, 1941,
jailed, then in internment camps from March, 1942 to December, 1943.
In December, 194 3, a hearing took place in Omaha, Nebraska. U. S.
Attorney Votova presided and granted parole to attend Nashotah Episcopal Theological Seminary in Wisconsin, where I was graduated with a
B. D. degree in 1946. My wife and daughter had moved to Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, during this t ime, where she worked as a seamstress. When
the war ended in 1945, I became free, and we returned to Nebraska in
the summer of 1946.
While I was in the internment camp at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
I had the opportunity to study documents relating to the Issei of Nebraska. I found that most of these men had been born between 1877 and
1890, with the largest number being born in 1887. Most of them had
been farmers, and most of them entered the United States at San
Francisco, with a smaller group entering through Seattle and Tacoma,
and a few entering by way of Canada or Mexico. Some, called "Tenkosha converts," had worked in the sugar plantations on Hawaii before
coming to the mainland.
Nearly all of the 46 prefectures into which Japan is divided sent
some immigrants to Nebraska; the largest number came from Hiroshima,
with Okayama Prefecture second. [See Appendix H]
At the time of World War II, many of the beet growers in Nebraska
were Japanese, but since there was no "forced evacuation" of the Nebraska
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farmers, they were able to stay on their farms and raise crops profitably,
since the food situation was similar in both wars. Anytime war breaks
out, food becomes a big problem. For example, during World War I, Mr.
Hoover ordered all sugar companies, which had been paying only $6.00 per
ton, to pay at least $10.00 per ton of sugar beets to the grower in order
to have a sufficient sugar supply for the country during the war. Therefore, beet farmers were encouraged to grow more sugar beets and were
able to put money into savings.
We Issei experienced both world wars. World War I, which seemed
in its early stages to be a war between Teutons and Slavs, gradually drew
in more and more countries until even Japan was compelled to fight
against Germany because of the Anglo-Japanese Alliance.
Most of the Nebraska Nisei were born between 1920 and 1927, so
when World War II broke out, they were old enough to be soldiers. In
1943, after it was decided to allow the Nisei to enter the American
armed services, quite a few of them enlisted or were drafted and fought
in both Europe and Asia.
Most of the Nisei soldiers belonged to the 442nd Combat Regiment.
This regiment consisted of two infantry battalions, field artiJJery, and an
engineering unit. The engineering unit was Jed by Captain, now Lt. Col.,
Pershing Nakada, son of Mr. and Mrs. Harry K. Nakada of Mitchell, Nebraska. [See Appendix I for names of Nebraska Nisei soldiers.] During
World War II, the Nisei soldiers fought bravely, demonstrating their patriotism and loyalty by their sacrifice. All the Nisei soldiers were honorably discharged from active duty and returned home after an absence of
nearly three years. About thirty of them began farming in Nebraska, and
nearly all of them eventually became farm owners. [Appendix J]
The lssei, too, demonstrated their patriotism and loyalty. Although
they were suspected of being dangerous enemy aliens, there was no sub:versive activity among the lssei during the war.
NATURALIZATION

Because of the remarkable record, in June of 1952, the WalterMcCarran Act [alternatively known as the McCarran-Walter Act and
the Immigration and Naturalization Act of 1952] passed the U.S. Congress
over President Truman's veto and became the law of the land. [This Act
effectively repealed the Oriental Exclusion Act of 1924.] The bill had
been introduced by Mr. Walter, a Democratic Congressman from Pennsylvania, and Mr. McCarran Democratic senator from Nevada.
The Jaw, which went into effect in December of 1952, stipulated
Japanese aliens Jiving in the United States have the right of naturalization and are thus eligible for citizenship, even if they had entered the
United States illegally prior to 1924 and had no criminal record. The
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Act also provided that families still in Japan could come to the United
States to join naturalized citizens, and set the annual immigration quota
for Japanese at 185.
This law made us Japanese immigrants very happy and thankful. We
had been working hard for many years to see this day. I had had this
serious and vital question on my mind ever since I migrated to the United
States in 1916 and had made up my mind not to see my fatherland again
until this matter was resolved.
My wife and I immediately submitted citizenship applications to the
U. S. authorities. We were the first Japanese Nebraskans admitted to
citizenship. On May 5, 1953, in the District Court at Gering, Nebraska,
Judge Perry presiding, we received our citizenship papers and a United
States flag. It was the most exciting day of my life, and I shall never
forget it.
At the time, the number of Japanese-Americans in Nebraska was
about 700, about 200 of whom were aliens born in Japan. As a citizen, I
was eligible to receive a teacher's certificate, which I obtained from the
Nebraska State Education Commission in Lincoln, and with the backing of
city authorities and the assistance of Mrs. Kano, we opened oitizenship
schools at Scottsbluff College and North Platte High School. There we
taught American history and geography, United States Constitution, state
government, and elementary English. The average age of these students
was 60 years, so it was not easy for them to remember many facts and
figures, but they were all ambitious, studious, and none of them were tardy.
Even after a day's hard work, they came to night school on time.
U. S. Immigration officers came from Denver to Gering and from
Omaha to North Platte to give the students oral examinations, and within
two years, all the applicants were able to pass the test, and they became
proud U. S. citizens.
We owe the great success of the schools to Judge Perry, Mr. Austin,
Dean of Scottsbluff College, and several city officials. They were all
very kind and sympathetic and very co-operative with this special educational program and other procedures. For instance, when Tatsukichi
Aratani was ill in the hospital, Judge Perry kindly drove to the hospital
and performed the naturalization ceremony so Mr. Aratani could receive
his papers and flag.

UP TO THE PRESENT
In January, 1957, I reached the age of 68 and, in accordance with
canon law, retired from the active duties of the priesthood. At the same
time, the two Japanese missions founded by Bishop Beecher were merged
with Caucasian congregations,St. Mary's Mission with Holy Apostles' Church,
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Mitchell, and St. George's Mission with the Church of Our Saviour, North
Platte. I was named Rector Emeritus of Holy Apostles' Church. In the
twenty-seven years which have passed since these mergers, the churches
have done very well, thanks to the fine co-operation of their communicants. Ed Miyahara, a high school teacher in Morrill, has served as senior
warden of Holy Apostles' Church, and in 1979 the Church of Our Saviour,
North Platte, chose Hideo Kamino as senior warden of its parish.
About the same year these wonderful mergers took place, John
Matsuo Yamamoto graduated from Seabury Western Theological School
in Evanston, Illinois, and was ordained a priest of the church by Bishop
Brinker. I conferred with Bishop Brinker, and John was instituted priest
in charge of three Sandhills area missions, residing in Hyannis, Nebraska.
A few years later, a larger church in Broken Bow asked him to serve as
its minister. He is now rector of a large parish church, St. Alban's, at
McCook, Nebraska.
Several years ago I read the novel Centennial by James Michener.
In it, there is a story about Japanese beet growers in Colorado. The
sugar beet industry is an important one in Colorado, and Mr. Michener
says it owes much of its success to Japanese labor and skill. The same
is true in Nebraska. In Scotts Bluff County there are four big mills, but
the industry could not have developed without the hard work of the Japanese farmers and laborers who helped supply them with the 12,000 acres'
worth of beets which each of them requires each year. In addition to
helping this industry, the Issei worked hard and made sufficient money to
purchase farm land which the Nisei and their children, the Sansei, farm
today. It is a good thing we Issei worked hard while we were young. No
one can conquer any world without a hard battle.
Today the Nisei and Sansei enjoy a middle-class life in peace. They
can hardly understand why their folks had to work so terribly hard. When
they read their history, they will understand that, although Japan today
is one of the strongest industrial countries in the world with an enormous
reserve of gold, it is also quite true that at the time the Issei left Japan,
it was a poor country without natural resources or even a supply of rice
sufficient to feed the nation.
Most Japanese farms in Nebraska are 160 acres. But the farm of
Harry H. Sato, the first Issei to become a farm owner, just before HR 138
was passed in 1921 is 3,000 acres. AJJ this time, Mr. and Mrs. Sato and
their four sons have owned and operated this farm, raising corn, wheat,
oats, sugar beets, beans and potatoes, besides feeding cattle, hogs, and
sheep. Their home is large and modern. Mr. Sato died in 1974 at the age
of 90 and became part of the soil of the Nebraska he loved. He had never
gone back to his old country. [ Mrs. Noi Sato still Jives on the farm near
MorriJJ. ]
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Mrs. Sato Sakurada is another Issei who contributed greatly
to Nebraska agriculture. After her husband died at the age of 60, Mrs.
Sakurada stayed on the farm, raising eleven children. All her sons bec ame good farmers. One of them became a county agricultural agent
after graduating from Agricultural College at the University of Wyoming and receiving his Master of Science degree in agriculture from the
University of Nebraska. [Mrs. Sakurada lived on her farm at Lyman,
Nebraska, until her death in 1984.]
Mr. T. James Wada and Mr. Harry K. Nakada are Issei who contributed not only to Nebraska agriculture, but to strengthening the tie
of friendship between Japan and America by helping Japanese immigrants in many ways, such as acting as interpreter in physician's offices
and other situations. For many years, Mr. Nakada was a leader among
t he Japanese community and sponsor of the Poetry Club. (The twenty
members of the Poetry Club, organized in 1933, wrote 31-syllable Japanese odes in the traditional style.) After World War II, he was decorated
by the Japanese government with the medal of the Fifth Order of the
Sacred Treasure. (Mr. Nakada passed away in 1981.)
As I write this (1979), the population of pioneer Issei in Nebraska
has grown very small. Naoichi Okawaki of Mitchell, born in 1882, is
blind and in a Scottsbluff rest home. (Mr. Okawaki died January 12,
1980, aged 98.) Charles T. Yanagida of North Platte, born in 1884, is
unable to walk and is also in a rest home. The youngest Issei man is
T. H. Miyoshi, born in 1889. Mrs. Harry (Noi) Sato, born in 1888, is
the oldest Issei woman.
In 1979 Mr. Jasaburo Sakata of Cheyenne, Wyoming, reached 100
years of age, and a pleasant reception was held in his home. Mrs.
Maruko Ishiyame of Denver took us to this party where we had the
opportunity to see quite a few of our old friends, including Shichizo
Fujinami of Meridan, Wyoming, Kanekichi Kishiyama of Cheyenne, Mr.
Ozaki of Buffalo, Wyoming, and Mr. Tsukishima of Casper, Wyoming.
Mr. Sakata was not very strong anymore, but was sitting straight
in his chair, wearing a "Red Vest," signifying glory, honor and joy. On
it was a medal given to him by the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad Company for his 44 years of faithful service. (When I first met Mr.
Sakata in the small town of Orpha, Wyoming, he lived in a section foreman's house near the railroad tracks west of the town of Douglas.) We
also congratulated him on his 60th wedding anniversary. Both Mr. and
Mrs. Sakata are members of St. Christopher Episcopal Church of Cheyenne.
Mr. Sakata has lived both long and right. He was born in Kumamoto,
Japan, and came to America as an immigrant in 1900. He encountered
many difficulties and trials, but he fought bravely with faith and courage,
becoming an American citizen by naturalization.
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The Nisei have also worked hard and accomplished much. Many
are successful farmers in Nebraska, and others have scattered a11 over
the United States. Kenneth Sato, M.D., is active with a large practice
in the state of Washington. Frank Sato is a newspaper artist in Ohio.
Richard Sakurada is a pharmacist in Honolulu. Shoji Sakurada is working
at Colorado State University in Fort CoUins. Sam Sakurada is a high
school teacher in Arvada, Colorado, and Edward Miyahara teaches high
school in Morri11, Nebraska. Richard Takechi, a member of the city
council, lives in Omaha. Roy Yanagida is a successful farm machinery
dealer in Broken Bow, Nebraska. Mark Okamoto, a freight train conductor on the Union Pacific, still lives in North Platte where he was
born. Matthew Sakurada of Paonia, Colorado, is working for a coal
mining company. Mrs. Kano and I had two children; Cyrus H. Kano is
an M.I.T. graduate engineer, working in Boston; Adeline Kano is a member of the faculty of Colorado State University. And there are many
others.
In June of 1978 when the Japanese-Americans had a picnic in Cody
Park, North Platte, we were invited to join them and had a very enjoyable time. George Handa of Lincoln, Nebraska, and Sam Terasaki of
Denver also attended. We numbered 50, mostly Nisei and Sansei. It is
quite interesting that we had even two Shisei among us, but only five
lssei. Nisei leaders George Kuroki and Hideo Kamino presided. Seeing
this fine group, pleasant memories came back to my mind. Fifty-two
or 53 years earlier when we had had our summer picnic in Mr. Yoneyama's
cow pasture, a11 these Nisei were very young. When they had a running
race, their parents had to help them, holding their hands so they would
run in the right direction. Today, we see they have come in a very
good direction, indeed.
There are some Japanese-Americans older than 90 years, but they
seldom reach 100 like Mr. Sakata. Among birds, the eagle lives for a
hundred years. Among mammals, a whale can live for 500 years. Among
plants, there is a sequoia tree in California which is 4,500 years old. Dr.
Bortz of Stan ford University Medical Center has pointed out that the
human body should last up to 120 years, although I recently learned of a
man 147 years old in the Caucasus in Russia, and that in England there 1s
a man of 157. That's wonderful news to all of us!
If we want to live long and celebrate old age, we should not be
terrified of growing old. We should eat sensibly, rest adequately, keep
our minds active, and exercise moderately. Dr. Bortz advises, "Do not
live each day as though it might be your last. Live each day as a preliminary to tomorrow and the tomorrow after that." However, in human
life, the quality is more valuable and important than the length. It is
important to live right, even if we can't live long.
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In 1961 my wife Ivy and I visited Japan for the first time since I
ha d m igrated to the United States in 1916 and she in 1918. Our parents
ha d died in the 45 years since we had left, so as soon as we reached Tokyo,
where we had been born, we went to Yanaka Cemetary and paid tribute at
our parents' graves and reported proudly of our United States citizenship
with tears of joy and thanksgiving.
EDITORS' NOTE:
In April, 1984, we received a letter from Hiram Kano. In it, he tells us:
"I passed 95 years four months ago, but I am well and quite busy every
day at the desk and in the garden. Today we went to Dr. Allen's office
for [my] annual physical check-up. He said I am 100% O.K. except [for]
poor hearing. I had cataract operation nearly 2 years ago and regained
good vision. I am really lucky and thankful."

,

APPENDIX A
STORY OF KANO ARREST FROM Scottsbluff Daily Star-Herald
"ALIEN PASTOR ARRESTED BY FBI OFFICER"
"REV. KANO OF SCOTTSBLUFF IS TAKEN TO OMAHA: SAYS IS LOYAL TO
U.S."
"ADMITS WRITING TO TOKYO"
Omaha, December 8 [1941], AP
The Rev. Hiram H. Kano, 52, of Scottsbluff, Japanese chairman of the
western Nebraska Japanese Episcopal congregation, was lodged in the Douglas
County jail this afternoon after his arrest at North Platte in accordance with
instructions from the Attorney General to round up "those aliens listed for internment."
He freely admitted frequent correspondence in recent years with the
Japanese government, but said he has nothing to hide from investigation of
any sort.
Rev. Kano, whose sister is married to Fumio Guto, former Premier of
Japan, is held for immigration authorities.
J. J. McQuire, special agent in charge of the Omaha field off ice, said
agents were in Scottsbluff seeking Kano when they learned he was in North
Platte. They made the arrest there, leaving at 4:30 a.m. to bring the widelyknown western Nebraska clergyman to Omaha.
"JAPS 'DUAL CITIZENS'

11

"Of course I write to the Japanese consuls," said Rev. Mr. Kano in an
interview here.
"Children born to Japanese residents in the United States have dual citizenship, American and Japanese, and a11 births are required to be registered
in Japan. Many of my people here cannot write very weU, so I send in their
registrations for them.
"Then when a child becomes 21, he must choose whether he wants to be
an American citizen or a Japanese citizen. Naturally, they all choose to be American, so I send in their applications for expatriation to the Japanese consuls.
"But I send them no secrets. I am no spy .•• "
[This was a front-page article, accompanied by a photo of Rev. Kano.]

APPENDIX B

ORGANIZERS OF SCOTTSBLUFF BUDDHIST KYUDOKAI
Those lssei and Nisei instrumental in the March 13, 1949, organization of the Scottsbluff Buddhist Kyudokai were:
Tatsukichi Aratani, Sohichi Hara, Harry Nakatsu, Yoshiemon Ito, Ichisaburo Yokomizo, Kunikichi Hori, Tamayo Tomoi, Sutekichi Uchibori, Yoshijiro Yoshida, Hana Uchida, Itsuyo Hara, Hideyo Kakuda, Sumi Aratani,
Shige Nagaki, Shigeko Kawaguchi, Tadashi Nagaki, Masaichi Nagaki, Goro
Morimoto, Sankichi Kishiyama, Yagoro Uchida, Bunsaku Hirasawa, Akira
Nagaki, Kagemi Kakuda, Minosuke Nagaki, Chotaro Kishiyama, Hana Tanaka,
Isokichi Hosaka, Tatsuyo Ito, Mokutaro Kanno, Kotono Kanno, Shime Kishiyama, Ayako Kishiyama, Mary Morimoto, Yoshio Nagaki, Tomokichi Abe,
and Tomono Kirasawa.
Those who became members in 1950 were: Mitsuo Kishiyama, Mankichi Kishiyama, Takejiro Kawaguchi, George Hara, George Morimoto,
George Abe, Louis Morimoto.
President, lchisaburo Yokomizo; vice-president, Tatsukichi Aratani;
treasurer, Yoshiemon Ito; auditor, Goro Morimoto; secretary, Cho taro
Kishiyama; committee members, Kagemi Kakuda, Bunsaku Hirasawa, Mokutaro Kanno, Sohichi Hara, Minosuke Nagaki.
The presidents of the Kuydokai have been Ichisaburo Yokomizo,
Tatsukichi Aratani, and Goro Morimoto. In 1966, the cabinet was: president, lchisaburo Yokomizo; vice-president, Takejiro Kawaguchi; treasurer,
Sohichi Hara. At that time, those credited with helping the Kyodokai
progress were Yoshiemon Ito, Sankichi Kishiyama, Minosuke Nagaki, and
Kagemi Kakuda.
Sunday school members of 1966 were listed as: Sheryl Miwa, Larry
Nagaki, Morris Kakuda, Eldon Kakuda, Billy Nagaki, Sandra Miwa, Allan
Kawaguchi, Keith Miwa, Marvin Kishiyama, Dana Kawaguchi, Charlene
Kishiyama. (From A History of Fifty Years of the Tri-State Buddhist
Church 1916-1966.)

APPENDIX C
BEECHER AND KANO LETTERS REGARDING HR 138

February 2, lll21 .
To the Honorahle, The Chairman of the Judiciary Committee:
House of Representatives, Lincoln, Nebraska.
Subject: House Roil No. 138.
After having read very carefully, H. R. 138, I find no specific reference to the Japanese as
the cbJtf objective ag~t which the propoaed la11· Iii especially directed.
I gather, ho"•ever, from the public prea& reports, and private correspondence, that this part!::::l:ir bill is Intended to apply to those Japanese who have alr,.:\dy r.aken their residen<'" in thi':'
cuunti-y, aud to any and all Japanese who may In the future desire to become citizens of the U. &. )._
I desire, therefore, to express my personal belief that any such legislation ln our great .American st.ate of Nebraska under present conditions, would be not only wrong, but unjust, un.American,
and permanently detrimental to the peace and prosperity of this great commonwealth. It woult\
doubtless result in a growing spirit of race hatrod which la always the forerunner of war and
blood&hed.
Anytbing of a legislative character, which partakes of the nature of national discrimination, in this era of world unrest, would certainly foster the prejudices of the ignorant and tend to
a biased judgment In the minds of those who have as yet had no opportunity to inform themselves
as to the ethics and Importance of ■uch legislation.
It Is well known that no law can becowe effective in promoting the lllGHEST GOOD which
ls not supported by a rational and enlightened PUBLIC OPINION. I have had considerable experience with the Japanese of our own state, more especially with those in the western portion, during .
the put ten year&. I have found them Industrious. honest, obedient to our la,o;s, ■elf-dependent,
public spirited, ethical in business matters, loytil to our government, eager to learn our language.
a ud always courteous and respectful. What · better qualifications would we desire, aa elements of
good citizenship!
I can not but feel that such legislation as Is here proposed, Is neither the concensus of
tbe public opinion of the residents or Lincoln county, 11.·here I have lived for many years myself,
nor is It ,the wish or the majority of the people who know best and mo~t intimately, these Japanese
aliens against whom this proposed law Is especially directed.
Signed: GEO. A. BEECHER,
Bishop of Western Nebraska.

JAPANESE QUESTIONS
/i re"· question,; In reference lo Jar,ane1<;! In Nchra11ka ebould be anewered ae rollc,w s:
1. Is there any Japane11e propaganda In Nebraska' No. On tbe contra!')·, there is
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movement to make the Japanese assimilate lnt11 Uie American life and community under the n or Americanlz:1.tion Society of Japanese ..fo Nebraska.
2. Are the Japanese a rnenacl' in Nebraska h}' lncreai;ing in numbers? No. They are
rather decrea.c;ing in numbers. no more immigr.i.nts came f, o m Japan since the eo-caUed "Gentlemen 's Agreement" was contracted bet'l'·een tbe t"·o countries in 190i.
3. ls there any tendency or the Japan,.se coming from tbe Pacific coast to Nebraska?
1'0. Because the farming system In Nebraska is quite different from that of the Pacific and here
In Nebraska more capital and skilled bands are n'!eded with resolute minds.
-4 . Are tbe Japanese in Nebraska desirous of becoming the cltl%ens of the United States.
YeE. Since the Japanese are a people loving frel'dom and liberty, ftt to be American citizens.
At the same time America w1l1 be benefttted by admitting as citizens such law-abiding and diligent
people as tbe Japanese lD Nebraska.
5. Are the Japanese in Nebraska anxious to go back to their old country? No. Almost
all •·ould stay and be buried In this country.
6. Is there any land speculators among the Japanese lo Nebraska?
No. There are only t.,o or lhrPe farm land owners among the Japanese in this state,
and they live on tbc farm and acluaDy operate the farm.·
7. Are the Japanese hard -workers? Yes, and they are a Jaw-abiding peo9le.
8. What Is -the religion of ·the Japanese In Nebraska? Under the Methodist Mlsslonary
Society a Japanese e•angeUst was secured and has close relationship between the churches and
Japanese.
·
9. How do the Japanese purchase the farm land in Nebraska! They bought, by their own
money through their own toll, under the provision of the st.anding state law.
10. Can foreigners be naturalized in Japan? Yes, see reference "Japan Year Book," 1918,
page thirty-seven..
11. Can foreigners po1111ess the land lD Japan? Yes, see reference "Japan Year Book."
1918, page thirty-seven.
12. Can the foreigners have any leasehold rights In Japan. Yes. One year or perpetual.
•
13. When H. R. 138 ls enacted as a Jaw, does It violate the treaty between the United
States and Japart1
Yes. Tbe persons prejudlclally affected by the enactment complained of are u:preuly
limited to those aliens who are not eligible to citizenship, therefore the Japanese, who are denied
the right of American dUz.en11blp, are the principal sufferers and such measure and avowed purpose
or the law Is unfair and internationally, racially discriminatory against the letter and spirit of thP.
standing treaty of the United States and Japan.
It Is dlfflcult for me to believe that the state of Nebraska, wJuch baa been a leader of democracy and jmtJce, ■hould make a dlscriminP.tory Jaw against an Industrious, Jaw-abiding and
honest people who desire to ·promote the welfare and prosperity of the ■tale of Nebruka.
In the conclusion, Honorable Representatives, I am firmly convinced that you are men wbo
Jove Justice and liberty more than race and color and I haTe every reason therefore, to appeal to
you, who can show us fairness and equitableness on this matter; and I also fully believe that tbe true
spirit or democracy which has made America the leader of mankind. ls to be remarkably exercised
through this dlstlngulabed body of men who are wr!Ung the Jegtslatu~ of the State of Nebraska.
Respectfully yours,

B. KANO.

APPENDIX D

JAPANESE BEET FARMERS IN PANHANDL E IN 1925
CHIMNEY ROCK: Taisuke Muramatsu, Kumesaburo Okamoto, Tsumoru
Higuchi, Gensaburo Narazaki, Takeichi Nakamura, Tomesaku Hagihara,
Yonezo Nakamura;
SCOTTSBLU FF (city area): Sam Kyobei Matsuda, Bunsaku Inouye, Gontaro
Miyagishima , Bunsaku Hirasawa, Genta Kobayashi, Kinpei Nishida, Giichi
Hirasawa, Kenzo Takayama, Tokuhei Kumura, Shigeto Nakamura, Yoshifusa
Toda, lsamu Hayase, Michiwo Hotta, Tad Itami, Sotoya Uno, Kameji Oishi,
Sadaichi Kitano, Josuke Asahara, Sakaye Funita, Kisaburo Shimada, George
Sutekichi Uchibori, Eizo Sakurada, George Hisao Kubochi, Juroichi Okuda;
BROADWAY CAFE AREA: Shigeto Nakamura, Yoshifusa Toda, Sadaichi
Ki tano, Shoichi Nagamor i, Yogoro Suzuki, Shikanoshin Yamawaki, Ichishichi
Fujimura, Shigemori Hangui, Minejiro Kadonaga, Bunichi Tomohiro, Shigeru
Nishimura, lwakichi Nakamura, Sutekichi Nakamura;
SCOTTSBLU FF RURAL AREA: Yoshiyemon Ito, lchisaburo Yokomizo,
Rinnosuke Nanbara, Kichiyemon Shiba, Makitaro Nakano, Yagoro Uchida,
Eimatsu Kamei, Shinsuke Itoh, Kumajiro Endow, Soshichi Hara, Kensuke
Nakamura, Hyoshiro Nakamura, Gengo Nagasawa, Misayo Sakurada, Tokuzo
Sakurada, Minosuke Nagaki, Sankichi Kishiyama;
MINATARE VILLAGE: Yonekichi Miyagishima , Yanohei Kawaguchi, Yahei
Kawaguchi, Kaoru Kono, Mankichi Kishiyama, Ryokichi Yamanashi, Adaichi
Morioka;
CRAWFORD : Yoshitaro Togami;
GERING: Gosaburo John Furukawa; Tajuro Masaki;
HAIG: Seishichi Tanaka, Kamematsu Tanaka, Heizaburo Tanaka, Shinzo
Tanaka, Denkichi Yamamoto, Isamu Miyamoto, Matsujiro Miyamoto;
MITCHELL: Yoshihisa Miyaka (City Cafe), Masuji Nishino, Yonezo Matsuura, Roy Tanaka, Taraichi Nakagawa, Kisaburo Shibuya, Seikichi Sakashita,
Kiichiro Miyamoto, Ukichi Ushiki, Joe Hirama, George Kanjo Kawamura,
Zennosuke Kobayashi, Jack Michio Yamada, Tatsukichi Aratani, Kunikichi
Hori, Taizo Sugahara, Chiyokichi Sato, Seiichi Kawahata, Hanzaburo Uyeda,
Isaburo Nishimura, Takejiro Kawaguchi;
SOUTH MITCHELL VALLEY: Harry Kaoru Nakada, Soichiro Hashiba, Toyoji Kanbara, Kagemi Kakuadi, Suyeo Tecao, Tetsujiro Sakurai, Katsuto Oshita,
Shinpei Fujimura, Mokutaro Sugano, Kichijiro Yoshida, Shimataro Tomoi,
Torakichi Goto, Tokuhei Kumura, Goro Morimoto;
MORRILL: Harry Sukeji Sasaki, Naoichi Okawaki, Mataichi Iwata, Teinosuke Endow, Sashiro Hosaka, Sasuke Hosaka, Seizo Otsuki, Sashichi Noji, Isokichi Hosaka;
HENRY: Taichi Miyahara, Junichi Miyahara, Magoemon Yanbe, Jusuke Hayano, Heisaku Ishikawa, Josaku Shiroyama, Seima Hamada, Denzo Takahashi,
Shigeichi Yamamoto, Sentaro Furuoka, Mojiro Sugino, Matsutaro Shiga;

LYMAN: Zinzo Joguchi; lchiji Hirauya, Mansaku Iwasaki, Ke inosuke Kuroda,
Ginzo Saito, Harry Harukichi Sato;
CHADRON: Yamato Tsuchiya;
CODY: Naoichi Miyao;
SIDNEY: Asataro Tokunaga, Hisayoshi Tsukamoto, Higuchi Yonekura, Jitsuo
Tani;
ALLIANCE: Matsugoro Nishimura, Shigeo Ushio, Yoshiyuki Ikeya, Sekizo
Fujii, Terukiyo Okazaki, Kanzaburo lchizuki, Harry Ohara;
COZAD: Sekizo Ibata, Hashii;
LEXINGTON: Tokuichi Kanda, Hyakutaro Kanda
LISCO: Saeki.
Also, nearby in Wyoming, there were the folJowing:
SPRINGER: Kinsuke Hikiji, Tosuke Toyama, Kichinosuke Ganbe, Keisuke
Yanagida, Koshichi Kanno, Kisayoshi Tsuda;
YODER: Mitsunobu Saito;
ORPHA: Jusaburo Sakata;
BUFF ALO: Harry Ono;
RIVER TON: Sanshiro Kamiyama;
~
CASPER: Tsuchio Suyematsu, Senichi Tsukishima;
TORRINGTON: Toshiyuki Shinmori, Nakamura Matsuyama, Mikio Miyaguchi,
Zenta Yoshimura;
LINGLE: Choichi Fujihara, Tadao Ikuta, Shigeru Noboru, Ujiro Kubo, Genjiro Nagachi, Ikujiro Tsunemori;
COTTIER: Seikichi Yamada;
Meriden: Tomokichi Abe, Shichizo Fujinami, Tomio Kurutani, Jennie
Tsunemori;
SUNRISE: Sakuta Matsushige, Kazuo Matsushige, Taro Inokuchi, Ichimatsu
Hitomi, Eitaro Tashoro; EGHERT: Kubota; SHERIDAN: Seijiro Saito.

APPENDIX E
JAPANESE WHO RETURNED TO JAPAN
For various reasons, the folJowing Japanese returned to Japan:
Mr. K. Ito and his partner Kawakami, who ran the largest cafeteria in Lincoln; Jack Unosuke Matsutani; Sotaro Okusa, John Gosaburo Furukawa, Ta·
juro Masaki, Tagenta Kobayashi, Taisuke Muramatsu, Kaoru Kono, Yoshiyemon Itoh, George Nagasawa, Tosuke Shimoyama, Katsuto Oshita, Shinpei
Fujimura, Kunikuchi Hori, Sashiro Hosaka, Junsho Mitsuishi, Zenta Yoshimura. How~ver, the Nisei, such as WiBie Yoshimura, Carl Kono, and Lucie
Kono returned to the U.S. after WWII. Junshow Mitsuishi became an adviser and demonstrator in Hokkaido sugar beet farms. Shinpei Fujimura
bought acreage in Miyazaki Prefecture and tried American-style farming.
Sotaro Okusa built houses in Tokyo. Tosuke Toyama returned to Fukushima
for retirement. Taisuke Muramatsu worked in the Tokyo branch of the

Yokohama Specie Bank. Daijiro Noda returned to the U. S., too, and
died in Scottsbluff during WWII.
APPENDIX F

ATTENDEES AT CHURCH CAMP
The following families attended church camp at Pactola:
Matsutani, Kamino, Ugai, Wada, Shin, Yoneyama, Miyoshi, Yanagida,
Okamoto, Tada, Kumagai, Fujimoto, Kubo, Sato, Nanbara, Aratani,
Okawaki, Tsunemori, Uchida, Sakurada, Kukazawa, Yamamoto, Miyahara,
Endow, Kanno, Hamada, Ushio, Yokomizo, Hosaka, Nakada, Hashiba,
Hayano, Miyagishima, Kishiyama, Iwata, Hagihara, Ikeya, Miura, Wakimoto, Uyeno, LeHew, Kano. From Colorado: John Mori, Shingo Nakamura,
Mike Nakamura, Minosuke Noguchi, Hyosuke Tomita, Ichiyo Uyeno, Hakuei
Kosuge, Tsubokawa. From South Dakota: Higashi Kito, Fr. Wilson, Mr.
and Mrs. Armstrong. From Lincoln, Ne.: Fr. Barnds and family. From
Chicago, Ill.: Dr. Isamu Tashiro, Dr. Ishibashi, Riichi Fujimoto. From
Idaho: Bill Yoden. Japanese summer school teachers attending: Kyozo
Ariyama, Taiichi Asami, Yozan Tsubokawa, Michiko Ashikawa. Mr.
Tsubokawa taught swimming • . Rev. Tadazumi Yokota of Wyoming visited.
Fr. Sterling of Chadron provided music and taught social and square dance.
APPENDIX G

NISEI COMMITTEES AT CHURCH CAMP
Representatives of boys: Kei Matsutani, Ben Kubo. Girls' representatives: Mary Sato, Lily Nanbara. Cahpel: Sam Kamino, Cyrus H. Kano.
Camp papers: Ben Kubo, Ruby Miyahard. Entertainment and adviser:
Alice Wada, Graca Shinn. Dining room: Shizuo Sakurada. Garbage:
Hideo Kamino. Fuel: Norman Ugai. Souvenir book: Pearl Aratani,
Doulas Okawaki. Transportation: Masaharu Matsutani. Record and
diary: Pearl Aratani, Douglas Okawaki. Dining room: Shige Tsunemori.
Treasurer: Yoko Rose Kubo.
APPENDIX H

JAPANESE IMMIGRANTS TO NEBRASKA BY PREFECTURE
Japan is divided into 46 prefectures; 350 Nebraska lssei came from these:
Hiroshima (84), Fukuoka (36), Fukushima (26), Yamaguchi (26), Okayama (25),
Shizuoka (20), Kumamoto (17), Toyama (13), Wakayama (11), Miyagi (10),
Aichi (8), Niigata (7), Yamanashi (7), Oita (6), Kagoshima (5), Kochi (5),
Nagasaki (3), Shiga (3), Kanagawa (3), Chiba (3), Iwate (2), Okinawa (2),
Kagawa (2); Tottori (2), Tokyo (2), and l each from Ehime, Hyogo, Aomori,
Tokushima, Miyazaki, Nagano, Fukui, Hokkaido, Miye, Saga, Shimane,
Gunma and Saitama. Nearly all prefectures sent some, Hiroshima the most.

APPENDIX I

NEBRASKA NISEI WHO SERVED IN WORLD WAR II
FROM CENTRAL NEBRASKA: George Handa, Roy Haraguchi, George S.
Hayashi, Sam S. Kamino, Ben Kuroki, George Kanda, Kenji Kanda, Masami
Kanda, Henry Y. Kumagai, Mitchell C. Kumagai, Fred S. Kuroki, Bill M.
Kuroki, Albert S. Kushihashi, Richard Miyoshi, Miles A. Miyoshi, James
Mizuno, Masaru Motooka, Pershing Nakada, Ted M. Nakayama, Charles H.
Takahashi, Fred W. Ugai, Norman F. Ugai, Harry N. Wada, James K. Wada,
BiJJ T. Yanagida, Ted Okamoto.
NISEI WOMEN WHO SERVED AS ARMY NURSES: Margaret Ugai, Esther
Hashiba.
FROM WESTERN NEBRASKA: Stephen Sugano, Shoji Sakurada, Shizuo
Sakurada, Harry Shiba, Charles Shiba, Harry Tanaka, Paul Tanaka, Noboru
Ikuta, Joe Ikuta, Henry Hayano, Lynn Hayano, Akira Nagaki, Ted Nagaki,
George Abe, Tom Abe, Woosly Hosaka, Sam Nagasawa, Stanley Miwa, Joe
Kakuda, Sam Ushio, Kunio Yamamoto, David Uyeda, Frank Sato, John
Tsunemori, Carl Kubo, Joe Shinmori, Ed Sakashita, Tomio Morioka, Cyrus
H. Kano.
KILLED: Harry Tanaka
.
INJURED: Frank Sato, Pershing Nakada.
Pershing Nakada is mentioned on page 58 of the book Ayumi no Ato
by Shiro Fujioka of Los Angeles. Nakada is now a colonel, Jiving in Chicago.
Ben Kuroki was the subject of a biography 8oy from Nebraska: 8en Kuroki
by Ralph G. Martin, with an introduction by BiJJ Mauldin.
APPENDIX J

NISEI VETERANS WHO BECAME FARM OPERATORS
NORTH PLATTE AREA: (Family names) 2 Kamino, 2 Miyoshi, 2 Hayashi,
Yamaki, Matsutani, Kuroki and Kanda.
WESTERN NEBRASKA: (Family names) Ando, Fujinami, Hayano, Hara,
Hagihara, Miyahara, Nanbara, Nochi, Nagaki, Nakatsu, Okawaki, Sato,
Sugano, Yamada, Kanno, Sakurada, Tomoi, Morimoto, Tanaka, Tsunemori,
Yoshimi, Yamamoto, Shinmori, Kawaguchi.
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